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Welcome to the September edition of FMJ. From
this point on FMJ is no longer an only child. Our
sister magazine Cleaning Hygiene Today (CHT)
is being re-launched this month, with its own
brand new website and unique style.

L

ike FMJ, CHT will contain all the latest news and information
from across the industry it covers, as well as longer features
including interviews, case studies and commentary.
Sign up to receive a completely free copy of the mag from the CHT
website www.chtmag.com. The debut issue will focus on the history
of cleaning and hygiene and how you can motivate cleaning staﬀ
without simply paying them more. We take an in depth look at the
intricacies of cleaning data centres, ﬁnally we bring you an in depth
interview with Mitite’s Bob Forsythe about his future plans for the
company and views on the industry.
As for FMJ all your usual news, reports and updates from the
world of facilities management are inside these pages. On top of
that we ask our panel of industry experts do facilities managers need
to be chartered?
We examine the potential impact on FM of a British exit
from the EU, and take a closer look at the role FMs have in
constructing some of the most environmentally friendly buildings
in the world.
Industry experts Adler and Allan and De-ice give their advice
around preparing for winter. G4S talk us through the new ﬁre
dampers legislation and ﬁnally experts Pitney Bowes explain
the impact government reliance on physical documents has on
the mailroom.

As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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 Next Month
In the October edition of FMJ we explore some of
the issues unique to FMs in rural areas, look into
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IN MY VIEW

TAKING ON THE BREAKROOM

CLEANLINESS CHALLENGE

Alan Scrafton

DISASTER RESPONSE,
HAS YOUR BUSINESS
GOT IT COVERED?
Alan Scrafton, from environmental services
provider, Adler and Allan, looks at the
importance of disaster response, a must
for FM businesses, particularly over the
winter months.
Disasters, such as ﬂooding, pollution,
explosions and power cuts cost; in terms of
risks to the environment and human health
and loss of earnings caused by business
downtime. FMs can help their customers by
making sure disaster risk has been assessed
and plans are in place, with clear guidance
on the best response for damage limitation,
depending on the situation.
All businesses should appoint a person
responsible for compiling and carrying out
disaster response procedure.
When hazardous substances are stored
on-site, the appropriate spill kits should be
available to act as a ﬁrst line of defence.
Equipment that can be moved should be
moved, away from the disaster area, and for
businesses that have an on-site data centre
or machinery that relies on electrical power,
a back-up generator will ensure downtime
is avoided. The generator and its fuel
must be kept in good working order, failure
when it’s needed most will only add to a
disaster situation.
If an incident is beyond your internal
resources, particularly if it’s going to pose
a risk to the environment, expert disaster
response support is essential. Failure to
react quickly and clean-up correctly, could
result in hefty ﬁnes and serious damage to a
businesses’ reputation.
Adler and Allan is an approved contractor
to the Environment Agency. From oil and
chemical spillages, ﬁrewater containment
and ﬂood relief, to critical power shortages,
Adler and Allan’s disaster response team is
available 24/7, 365 days a year.

www.adlerandallan.co.uk
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With any working environment comes a range of cleaning challenges to
overcome, depending on the speciﬁcations of an individual area and the
activity that takes place there.
Breakrooms or break areas are widely used by
employees as a space in which to relax and eat lunch
or snacks. Although facilities management (FM) teams
may have regular cleaning rotas in place throughout
commercial premises, extra care and attention has to
be given to certain areas depending on the purpose of
the space. An obvious example of this is the washroom,
where there is a constant need for a suﬀicient level of
hygiene and cleanliness. However, breakrooms are also
‘hotspots’ for the build up of harmful bacteria which,
if not dealt with promptly, could be hazardous from a
health point of view. Oﬀice Depot give their advice on
how to tackle this issue.
Under The Workplace Regulations Act, employers
are legally obliged to provide a speciﬁc area in which
staﬀ members can take a break from their daily routine.
Employers should be mindful about keeping standards
of cleanliness in these areas as high as possible in order
to maintain a healthy and productive workforce and a
pleasant area in which to recuperate.

It’s also important that employers consider the
frequency with which food and drink is consumed in the
breakroom. This means that surface areas must be safe
enough to place food on and clean enough to prevent
the transfer of infections.
There are a number of ways in which to overcome
this challenge. However, an important pre-requisite to
general advice around this issue is to ensure that there
is a daily cleaning rota in place for breakroom areas.
Ideally, cleaning should take place twice daily at both
the start and end of the day. This should be further
supplemented by placing antibacterial wipe dispensers
in the room itself, with instructions to employees to
clean the area where they have eaten lunch or a snack,
before resuming their duties. While this should only
compliment mainstream cleaning eﬀorts, it is important
that staﬀ members play their part in maintaining the
space designated for their recreation. This is something
that the FM team may wish to pass on to operational
line managers in order to reinforce the message.

DO SPREADSHEETS DELIVER FOR FM?
Today’s business increasingly demands added value and

of using specialised software, rather than relying on

innovation. At a time when facilities managers and their

standard business tools such as Excel spreadsheets.

stakeholders expect immediate access to accurate,

It conﬁrmed that two thirds of respondents use

real time data and reporting, is the capturing of FM

their software for planned maintenance, reactive

information through the use of spreadsheets losing its

maintenance and asset management.

impact and relevance? A new white paper from Service

The document Excel to FM software – making the

Works Group (SWG) provides guidance for FMs who wish

transition, published by SWG, looks at:

to establish better processes, enhance services and

 The pros and cons of continuing to use spreadsheets

make improved strategic and tactical decisions based

and the business beneﬁts of investing in FM software

on quality data.

 What to consider before making the change to FM

Where there are low numbers of service issues,

software

without risk of ﬁnancial penalty for underperformance

 Making the business case for FM software

or demands for complex reporting, FMs continue

 How to make the change

to use Excel spreadsheets and email processes to

It gives step-by-step guidance for implementing

manage their buildings, equipment and other assets.

FM software; from importing data to system set-up,

However, as the business develops using spreadsheets

enabling FMs to deliver a proactive and dynamic

as a primary source of information for reactive and

facilities management service to meet the fast-paced

planned maintenance and strategic FM has signiﬁcant

demands of today’s business world.

limitations.
SWG’s 2015 FM software survey revealed that FM
professionals are increasingly aware of the beneﬁts

To receive your complimentary copy of the new white
paper ‘Excel to FM software – making the transition’, or
for further information, please email info@swg.com

FMJ.CO.UK

DATES FOR THE

SERVICE SECTOR

FM DIARY

ON THE UP
Service sector ﬁrms reported healthy
growth in levels of business for the
three months to August, with optimism
improving at the fastest pace for a year,
according to the latest quarterly CBI
Service Sector Survey.
Both business volumes and values
expanded in business & professional
services – which includes accountancy,
legal and marketing ﬁrms – and consumer
services – which includes hotels, bars,
restaurants, travel and leisure ﬁrms.
Business and professional services
reported that levels of business in value
terms were signiﬁcantly above normal –
and a survey record high – reﬂecting the
strongest growth in business volumes since
2001. Consumer services also reported a
brisk increase in business volumes.
The survey of 176 ﬁrms highlighted a
strong performance across the service
sector with an expectation for similar
results in the next quarter. Both subsectors recorded robust rises in proﬁtability
– underpinned by the growth in business
volumes – and remain optimistic regarding
their business situation.

KEY FINDINGS INCLUDED:

 Optimism regarding the business
situation improved, with 44 per
cent of firms saying they were more
optimistic than three months ago
compared with 7 per cent saying they
were less optimistic, giving a balance
of +37 per cent
 48 per cent of firms reported a rise in
business volumes, compared with 15
per cent saying they were down in the
last quarter, leaving a balance of +33
per cent. Business values also grew at
a solid pace (+30 per cent)
 22 per cent of firms said they had
increased selling prices, while 7 per
cent said they were down, leaving a
balance of +14 per cent
 47 per cent said overall profitability
was up while 16 per cent said it
was down leaving a balance of +31
per cent. Profitability is expected
to strengthen further over the next
quarter (+39 per cent)

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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RWM NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

ISS ANNOUNCES
RESULTS
ISS (ISS.CO, ISS DC), one of the world’s leading facility
services companies, announces its interim ﬁnancial
report for the ﬁrst six months of 2015.

THE HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:

 Increased organic revenue growth of 4.0 per cent in
H1 and 4.8 per cent in Q2 (Q1 2015: 3.1 per cent).
 Improved operating margin of 4.9 per cent in H1 (H1
2014: 4.8 per cent) and 5.3 per cent in Q2 (Q2 2014:
5.2 per cent).
 Strong cash conversion over the last 12 months of 99
per cent (Q1 2015: 97 per cent).
 Revenue generated from IFS increased 10 per cent
in local currency in Q2 (Q1 2015: 9 per cent), and
represented 33 per cent of Group revenue (Q1 2015:
32 per cent).
 Revenue from Global Corporate Clients represented
10 per cent of Group revenue in Q2 (Q1 2015: 10 per
cent), an increase of 13 per cent in local currencies in
Q2 (Q1 2015: 6 per cent).
 The strategic initiatives including customer
segmentation, organisational structure and
excellence projects such as its procurement
programme are progressing according to plans and
support margin improvement.
 To further facilitate alignment and boost the firm’s
customer focus, in June 2015, ISS announced a new
and strengthened organisational structure, which will
become effective as of 1 September 2015.
 The outlook for organic revenue growth in 2015 is
changed to 3.5 per cent-4.5 per cent (from 2 per
cent-4 per cent previously). ISS’ expectations for
operating margin (above 5.6 per cent) and cash
conversion (above 90 per cent) are unchanged.

OCTOBER 2015
06-11
UK Construction Week
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

OCTOBER 2015
07-09
IFMA World Workplace

Conference & Expo 2015
Colorado Convention Center, Denver,
Colorado, USA
www.worldworkplace.ifma.org

OCTOBER 2015
12
BIFM Awards 2015

The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifmawards.org

NOVEMBER 2015
03-04
CIBSE Building Performance

Conference and Exhibition
QEII Centre, Westminster, London
www.cibse.org/cibse-conference-2015

NOVEMBER 2015
09-13
Workplace Week

Tours involving some of the UK’s most
innovative workplaces, London
www.workplaceweek.com

NOVEMBER 2015
11-12
EMEX – Energy Management Exhibition
ExCeL, London
www.emexlondon.com

25-26 JANUARY 2016

Facilities Management Forum
Radisson Blu Hotel, London Stansted
www.forumevents.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2016
24
CIBSE Building Performance

Awards 2016
The Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.cibse.org/bpa

APRIL 2016
26-27
Hospital Innovations Exhibition 2016
Olympia, London
www.stepex.com

JUNE 2016
21-23
Facilities Show
ExCeL, London
www.facilitiesshow.com
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RICS TO TRAIN IMF STAFF
Under a newly signed agreement, FM staﬀ from the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) will be trained by RICS.
IMF’s 20 staﬀ members will spend
six months earning a distance
learning course certiﬁcate, and will
also participate in face-to-face and
webinar classes. The goal of the
training program is to help these
candidates adapt to changing needs and to qualify them for RICS membership.
Neil Shah, MD, RICS Americas said: “RICS was pleased to work closely with the IMF’s
Facilities Management Division to develop a training program that will help its staﬀ handle
all situations and keep up with new developments. Over the years, our organisation has
developed expertise in the key areas of facilities management, such as real estate and
property management, ﬁnance and business, project management and technology,
including BIM. We are glad to be able to assist the IMF with the full range of its facilities
management needs and are open to helping other organisations, as well.”

ISS PROMISES JOBS FOR
INDIGENOUS AUSTRALIANS
ISS Australia has announced its commitment to employ
over 1,000 Indigenous Australians through a partnership
with the Australian government.
The partnership was formally announced at a press
conference held at the Charles Perkins Centre at Sydney
University by the Minister for Indigenous Aﬀairs, Nigel
Scullion, and forms part of the Commonwealth’s
new Employment Parity Initiative, which harnesses
the goodwill of Australia’s largest employers to hire
Indigenous employees to help increase their Indigenous
workforce to a three per cent employment parity, getting
20,000 more Indigenous Australians into private sector
jobs by 2020.
The event also saw ISS Australia launch their ﬁrst ever
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP).

JOHNSON CONTROLS’ SELLS GWS TO CBRE
Johnson Controls has announced the sale of its Global Workplace Solutions (GWS) business to CBRE Group
for $1.475 billion.
Global Workplace Solutions is one of the world’s largest providers of facilities management services.
The sale includes a 10-year strategic relationship between the two companies. Johnson Controls will be
the preferred provider of HVAC equipment, building automation systems and related services to the ﬁve
billion sq. ft. portfolio of real estate and corporate facilities managed globally by CBRE and GWS.
The agreement provides Johnson Controls with new channels for its oﬀerings and when fully operational
is expected to generate up to $500 million of annual incremental revenue for the Johnson Controls
Building Eﬀiciency business.
Additionally, the companies will jointly provide $40 million over 10 years to fund a building innovation
lab that will develop leading-edge energy management solutions to lower costs and enhance their clients’ work environments. The joint innovation lab will
evaluate, connect and leverage products, services and energy data to create value for occupiers and investors of real estate.

KHIDMAH SECURES IFM CONTRACT WITH SAUDI ARAMCO
Khidmah, an Abu Dhabi-based IFM provider, has been awarded a contract by Saudi Aramco to oversee the
management of the King Abdulaziz Center for World Culture.
The contract, the ﬁrst Khidmah has won in the country, will last for three years and will see the ﬁrm deliver a range
of hard and soft services. These include operation of the facility’s HVAC, building management system, cleaning
services, façade cleaning and landscaping, waste management and pest control services.
In addition to deploying 500 staﬀ starting with a 180-day mobilisation phase, Khidmah is also expected to deploy a
number WASHROOM
of smart technologies
to manage building
inspections
and maintenance.
20763.15
STRIP ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGN
2015_FMJ_Layout
1 24/08/2015 12:41 Page 1

If you have any knowledge of FM
news from across the world, please
feel free to get in touch with our
assistant editor Sarah O’Beirne at
sarah.obeirne@kpmmedia.co.uk

Visit www.washroom.co.uk to view our
colourful range of iconic washrooms,
changing and shower facilities.
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If you have a HVAC problem...
Weatherite will have
the solution!!!
With over 43 year’s expertise, Weatherite Air
Conditioning Ltd can deliver ‘exactly’ the right
solution for your ‘specific’ HVAC needs.
We specialise in the design and manufacture
of bespoke new and replacement equipment,
built within our state-of-the-art production facility.
We will also, if requested, install and commission
the equipment to suit the client’s particular needs.
Typical applications include:●

Direct replacement solutions

●

Refurbishment/upgrade of existing equipment

●

Flat pack-restricted access solutions

●

Expansion programmes

●

New build solutions-all market sectors

HVAC Solutions...
from the Experts

BRITISH MANUFACTURER

To find out more about how we can help
with your HVAC needs:Call the Weatherite Team

0121 665 2266
email: sales@weatheritegroup.com
or visit the website: www.weatheritegroup.com
on

Part of the Weatherite Group of Companies

AIR CONDITIONING LIMITED
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BANK ON IT
How do organisations across the legal, media and private banking sectors
approach facilities management diﬀerently? In the last of a three-part
series, Anthony Bennett, owner director of bespoke hospitality services
business Bennett Hay, focuses on the private banking sector’s approach

I

t is not uncommon for a private
banking client to ﬂy in to City
Airport on his private jet, on a whim.
He and his wife are staying in their
suite at The Goring in the West End.
She can’t wait to hit Cartier, and he is
impatient to get to the bank and get
down to business. He isn’t in the best
of moods. Reception and the wider
FM team don’t know he’s on his way,
but they’re prepared all the same.
The approach to FM in any
organisation tends to be sculpted
by the needs and expectations of its
building users, or guests. Banking, legal
and media organisations have quite
diﬀerent guests. Arguably, the banking
sector has the most demanding of all
three.
A private bank might play host to
some of the world’s top bankers and
economists, who are on site for an
ultra conﬁdential meeting followed by
a business lunch. A minister, or two,
might even be in the mix, accompanied
by a team of bodyguards. With VIP
guests such as these, the front of house
team has to be on form. Everyone has
to be delivering ﬁve-star service every
minute of the day, and be prepared for
the unexpected.
Banks and law ﬁrms place a strong
emphasis on looking after clients. But
while clients of law ﬁrms might visit
regularly, they typically plan their visit
and reception is generally expecting
them. Private banking clients, on the
other hand, tend to just drop in. And
when they do, reception has to drop
everything and attend to them. Clients
expect to be looked after and for their
preferences to be known. One client
might like his coﬀee black and piping
hot. But he doesn’t want to have to
continually remind staﬀ of this.
In law ﬁrms, the concierge service
10
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tends to be focused on the partners,
who are around much of the time.
In banks, the focus is on the clients,
who might make rare or sporadic
appearances. Greeting an individual
with a net worth of several billion with a
vague mumble in place of his name just
won’t do. So there is a heavy reliance
on capturing guest information using
management systems.
With the business meeting out of
the way, it’s time to dine in style. In
recent years in banks, in-house ﬁne
dining versus eating out has increased.
Budgets have been cut, and in-house
Michelin style is still cheaper (although
maybe that’s the wrong word) than
London’s top restaurants; and of
course provides a more conﬁdential
environment. The top FM teams spend
a great deal of time understanding the
favourite restaurants of key banking
clients, and emulating their menus.
One client loves a Nobu blackened cod
dish. Another has a soft spot for the Ivy’s
traditional shepherd’s pie.
Another likes pizza,
wood-ﬁred-oven style.
Most menus also
support healthier
options since
many executives
are increasingly
eating lighter,
healthier meals.
Even rarer
than praise in the
industry is the wine
on the dinner table.
Often a host will
supply his own ﬁne
wine to

impress his guests. Or a host might
request a speciﬁc wine. It’s then a case
of scrambling around to ﬁnd the wine,
often with just a few details to go on.
One saviour is a wine supplier with an
encyclopaedic knowledge of ﬁne wines
from specialist growers around the
world, who rarely disappoints even the
pickiest palate.
Only the ﬁnest design will do too,
and the FM can have an input into
everything from design to maintenance.
Although design varies by bank, most
private banks tend to take inspiration
for their meeting rooms and oﬀice areas
from the top boutique hotels. Many
invest in expensive artwork, and update
displays quarterly. Cleaners and the
wider FM team receive clear guidance
on how to clean and work around
these expensive pieces. No one wants
a repeat of Cecilia Gimenez, the elderly
parishioner, who tried to clean and then
‘restored’ a prized Jesus Christ fresco in
Spain a few years ago.
FMs in banks
typically
report to
the board
ﬁnance or
HR director.
On the ground,
oﬀice service
teams support
all areas of FM
as and when
they are needed.
Staﬀ working
in banks also
have to undergo
careful security

vetting and are pretty much sworn to
secrecy. And while the FM team’s salary
isn’t commensurate with a banker’s
salary, they are paid at the higher end of
market rates for these roles. Banks also
like their service providers to oﬀer good
beneﬁts packages that are similar to
that received by the bank’s own staﬀ.
Paying a good salary, and providing
good beneﬁts, ensures that staﬀ
are incentivised to stay in the role.
Having a revolving door of staﬀ would
be disastrous for an excellent guest
experience; staﬀ wouldn’t have a hope
of remembering faces, never mind
names, never mind coﬀee preferences.
On the other hand, it is a demanding
role, and not everyone has the
constitution for it. Staﬀ have to think
on their feet, respond on the spot
to what the person in front of them
is demanding, and maybe even run
around to try to provide for them. They
also have to be downright resilient at
times, to deal with some of the more
interesting characters.
In a legal environment, partners and
staﬀ are often busy, stressed and sleep
deprived. If they don’t get the service
they need and expect, or if their needs
haven’t been recognised, there can be
friction and they can be quite abrupt.
On the other hand, when the support
teams do a good job, they tend to
show a lot of appreciation for a good
job well done.
But bankers can be plain rude, even
when they are receiving the best in ﬁvestar service. Staﬀ in American banks
especially can be ultra aggressive due
to working long hours and being under
a lot of pressure. Support teams have
to be resilient, and are often trained in
how to deal with diﬀicult clients. It boils
down to being about a mindset and not
taking it personally.

Fast, effective relief from
security, safety and access
control headaches.

Replace, repair, maintain and
sustain solutions from the experts.
For almost 70 years, we have been at the forefront of providing perimeter security and
safety solutions in residential, education, retail, commercial and industrial environments.
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

A Carillion Joint Venture, The Hospital Company, has
been selected as the preferred bidder to deliver the
new Midland Metropolitan Hospital as a Public Private
Partnership under a 30-year concession contract.
The new state-of the-art hospital, which will have
around 670 beds and 15 operating theatre suites,
will include a number of innovative design features
including a fully enclosed Winter Garden, car parking
within the hospital building on the ground and first
floors to create a secure environment for both patients
and staff and full separation of clinical activities and
journeys from the public and non-clinical services. In
addition, the design and construction of the hospital

INCENTIVE WINS BLUEWATER CONTRACT

will meet the highest standards of sustainability.

Incentive FM Group has secured a three-year contract with Land Securities to
provide the full range of FM services at Bluewater, Europe’s leading retail and leisure
destination. The agreement, which can be extended for a further three years,
represents the group’s biggest and most signiﬁcant new business win to date.
Through a team of over 250 guest hosts on site, Incentive FM will provide a
full range of technical disciplines including engineering maintenance, cleaning,
security, grounds maintenance and environmental management. This one team has
a single goal to meet the client aspiration of providing a surprising and memorable
experience for Bluewater’s guests.
Incentive FM Group has a long aﬀiliation with Bluewater, working closely with
its owners and centre management teams since 1998, a year before Bluewater
opened its doors to the public. During that time, Incentive FM Group provided
key consultancy services during two previous tender rounds. Through signiﬁcant
investment and by making key acquisitions, the company now boasts the necessary
resources and infrastructure to successfully deliver a range of industry-leading FM
services at Bluewater. As a result, Incentive FM Group secured the contract after
tendering for the ﬁrst time earlier this year.
Incentive FM Group is the latest new addition to the Bluewater team, following
the appointment of Time Retail Partners as joint retail letting agent earlier this
month, alongside CBRE and catering specialists, Shelley Sandzer.

management (IFM) contract at Molson Coors UK.

Cofely has been awarded a five-year integrated facilities
Cofely staff will be responsible for delivering a
comprehensive range of IFM services to the company’s
brewing facilities and offices. Services will include
asset maintenance, office and industrial cleaning, site
services, security, pest control, grounds maintenance,
waste management and recycling.
Panasonic has renewed its catering contract with
facilities management service provider Servest Group.
Servest has worked with Panasonic at its Cardiff
manufacturing plant and office facility since June 2012.
The new two-year contract, which starts on 1
September 2015, will see Servest provide a breakfast,
lunch, vending and hospitality service from Monday
to Friday at the site which accommodates almost
450 people. The offer includes theatre cooking and
regular guest dishes combined with seasonal cooking
and tasting sessions to drive customer interest and

LJJ SCOOPS NEW KENSINGTON
MUSEUM M&E DEAL
Building services specialist, LJJ, has been
appointed by Willmott Dixon Interiors to deliver
the mechanical and electrical design development
and installation for the new £80 million Design
Museum in
Kensington.
The
project will
see the
museum
move from
its current
premises
near Tower
Bridge to the
Grade II former Commonwealth Institute; a 1960s
building originally designed by Robert Matthew
Johnson Marshall Architects and featuring a
copper-clad hyperbolic paraboloid roof.
John Pawson Architects won a competition to
design the building’s new interior and LJJ will carry
out the mechanical and electrical installation on
behalf of the project’s main contractor, Willmott
Dixon Interiors.
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MITIE SCOOPS NEC DEAL

satisfaction.
Mitie has been appointed preferred bidder for a five
year integrated FM contract with leading professional
services firm, Deloitte.
The new contract has a total base value in excess of
£40m over the five-year period. Mitie will deliver the
complete range of FM services, including cleaning,
security, landscaping, pest control, waste management,
health and safety management, energy consultancy and

Mitie has begun providing
landscaping services to the
National Exhbition Centre
(NEC) in Birmingham.
Under the terms of the
contract, which will last
three years, Mitie will provide
grounds maintenance, winter
services and interior tropical
plants. The ﬁrms specialist
pest control services will also
be available to the centre.
Mitie put their selection
down to their innovative
capability, strong
management teams and focus
on investment.

helpdesk services across Deloitte’s entire UK estate,
comprising of 34 offices and more than 1.3m sq. ft. of
office space.
Servest has renewed its catering contract with Frank
Roberts & Sons Ltd bakery. The new three-year deal
includes the provision of breakfast and lunch together
with vending and hospitality services for the site in
Northwich. The manufacturing facility accommodates
around 930 people. The company, which has been based
in the Cheshire market town since it was established
in 1887, produces more than two million loaves plus
morning goods each week under the Roberts Bakery
brand; while its Little Treats Co. brand specialises in
sweet bakery products.
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HOW HAS SOCIAL NETWORKING AFFECTED
RECRUITMENT IN THE CLEANING SECTOR?
Lorraine Thomas, managing director of specialist search and selection consultancy
Metzger, considers the impact of social networking on recruitment. What are the
beneﬁts for cleaning sector employers using social media as part of a hiring strategy –
and what are the potential pitfalls?

T

here’s little doubt that the
explosion in social media in
recent years has had a big impact
on the UK job market and the world
of work in general. Typically, in
the past, to recruit employees,
companies would advertise
opportunities in the local press, use
their own network of contacts or
post jobs online via the company
website or on popular job boards.
But most employers nowadays
realise that to attract the best talent
for their business, a passive approach
to hiring simply isn’t adequate. Today,
both HR managers and recruiters are
ﬁnding that they need to be much
more proactive in their approach if
they want to catch the attention of
quality candidates – across all levels
and sectors - and this means engaging
with talent across a wide range of
social networking platforms. In short,
companies and recruiters need to be
where their candidates are in order
to engage them in the recruitment
process - and increasingly, this means
using networking sites like Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn.
Certainly, in the cleaning and FM
sectors, social media can act as an
eﬀective recruitment tool to some
extent for businesses. Perhaps one
of its biggest advantages is that it’s
(mostly) free and you can reach a
vast network of individuals in a short
space of time. Importantly, online
platforms also allow you to promote
your brand online, helping you to be
perceived as an employer of choice.
Most job hunters these days will use
social media to research any potential
employer, including salary levels and
beneﬁts on oﬀer, as well as company
attitudes towards ﬂexible working and
so on, so it pays to make sure your
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brand is well presented across your
target online channels.
Social media also promotes
transparency, to a certain extent,
making it far easier to check
a candidate’s credentials – be
it professional qualiﬁcations,
memberships or aﬀiliations and even
personal interests - which can help to
build up a picture of a potential recruit.
Here at Metzger, as a specialist search
and selection consultancy with more
than 20 years of experience across the

client and candidate. Hiring via social
media alone simply doesn’t oﬀer that
depth in the way that an experienced
recruiter, with years of knowledge in
an industry sector and an enviable
contact list, can. It also falls short when
it comes to the robust selection and
assessment of individuals, which, if
overlooked, can undermine the whole
process. After all, there can be issues
around how reliable candidate details
are online. People often only display
what they want you to see!

cleaning and FM sectors, our view is
that social media ultimately supports
our service. It has signiﬁcantly
expanded the visible talent pool with
which we can engage and recruit
from and we use certain channels and
platforms ourselves when carrying out
our rigorous research processes and
drawing up targeted shortlists.
However, before social networking
walks away with all the prizes here, it’s
important to highlight a few points.
First, our belief is that engaging and
securing quality talent for any business
is largely about relationships. Finding
candidates with the right qualiﬁcations
and experience is important, but so
too is the right chemistry and cultural
‘ﬁt’ between the two parties, the

It’s worth considering too, that not
every suitable candidate is actively
looking for a job. They might consider
a move if there is an attractive oﬀer
and a compelling package on the table,
but they’re not looking at job adverts.
In this scenario, employers aren’t
going to ﬁnd these candidates on
social media.
In our view, social media can
certainly oﬀer some quick gains for
employers – especially when attracting
job seekers who are actively looking
for a new role. But the chances of a
long-term successful hire are likely to
be boosted when it is supported by
more traditional recruitment methods.
Through valuable feedback from
our cleaning and FM clients, many of

whom we’ve known for many years,
rather than recognising social media
as a recruitment solution (where the
recruiter becomes obsolete) employers
are instead realising that they need to
work more closely with the experts in
order to get their hiring right ﬁrst time.
Unfortunately, recruitment mistakes
are costly – and can be painful for all
parties involved.
When it comes to engaging and
attracting senior level talent, opinion is
still divided as to whether reliance on
social media channels is suﬀicient to
reach the top level. Success often relies
upon having an enviable network of
contacts and, depending upon the
level and sensitivity of the role, having
an experienced consultant who can
steer both the employer and candidate
through delicate or diﬀicult package
negotiations, or an exit from a current
role. Equally, an experienced search
and selection consultancy should be
able to think ‘outside the box’, bringing
a diverse range of candidates from
other markets or industries who can
bring a fresh approach to the hiring
company. Relying on existing contacts
within an online networking sphere
may not be adequate for ﬁlling a multifaceted role.
There is no doubt that social media
has improved the recruitment process
by increasing the visible talent
pool and by making things more
transparent. But gaining a meaningful
understanding of somebody’s
capabilities or knowing the
best person for a role can only be
gained through personal knowledge
of an individual and of a particular
industry sector. It is unlikely therefore,
that social media will replace
traditional recruitment methods
in the near future.
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ACTIVE OR ARCHIVED?
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

Sue Trombley, managing director of thought leadership for
Iron Mountain whips out her crystal ball and investigates
exactly what the future holds for records and information
management professionals
Records and information managers
(RIMs) belong at the heart of
an organisation’s information
management strategy. They are
responsible for knowing what
information exists, who has or has
had access to it, where it is now, how
safe it is and when it’s time to let it
go. These activities are critical for
protecting information and enabling
organisations to make the most of it.
But the world around the RIMs is
changing, and their role and inﬂuence
is changing with it. Today, information
exists in multiple formats, most of them
digital. As a consequence, responsibility
for the management of digital
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information is often given to those in IT.
A recent European and US study by
Iron Mountain explored what this rapidly
evolving information landscape could
mean for RIMs and how prepared they
feel for the demands that lie ahead. The
results reveal a profession that is going
through signiﬁcant and irreversible
change; one that could be at risk of
being marginalised if action is not taken.
The study found that nearly half (49
per cent) of European RIMs say their
role and responsibilities have changed
signiﬁcantly over the last ﬁve years.
When it comes to the future, RIMs and
their business leaders both agree on
the key trends and skills priorities, but

also acknowledge that there is currently
a skills shortfall in some of the most
important areas.
The study asked RIMs and their
business leaders to identify the single
most critical skillset that RIMs can oﬀer
the organisation over the coming years.
The resulting list shows that the need to
extract greater beneﬁt from information
outranks process and technology-based
skills.
Topping the list is the ability to add
value to information through insight
and analysis, chosen by 28 per cent
of European RIMs and 30 per cent of
their employers. In second place, lies
the need for a strategic outlook and
awareness of wider business goals,
chosen by 23 per cent of RIMs and 29 per
cent of business leaders.
These results show that RIMs clearly
understand the need for businessfocused skills. They also suggest that, for
many of them this is the area where they
are most likely to fall short. Around 40
per cent of RIMs and their employers feel
that there is currently a gap in strategic
outlook and the understanding of wider
business goals; while 45 per cent of
business leaders and 38 per cent of RIMs
say the same about their ability to add
value through insight and analysis.
It is clear that, RIMs are, by their own
admission, on uncertain ground when
it comes to the business value locked in
the data they hold. Our study found that
84 per cent of records and information
managers have conﬁdence in their
ability to help business functions make
the most of information – if only they
better understood what was required.
Third on the list are compliance
and security skills – both vital in an
increasingly knowledge-driven, cloud-

based and regulated world in which
information is at risk of disclosure as
a result of malicious intent or human
error. A ﬁfth of RIMs (21 per cent)
consider these to be the most important
skills, compared to 12 per cent of
business leaders, with around a third
feeling there is room for improvement in
current skill levels.
The capability to communicate
eﬀectively across teams and
departments is taken seriously by
both sides, with 13 per cent naming
this as their top priority, and a third
considering that current capability
leaves something to be desired.
Finally, the ability to make information
easily accessible is most important to
six per cent of both groups; while an
understanding of digital transformation
matters more to RIMs (17 per cent), than
to business leaders (four per cent).
The good news is that this is a gap
in understanding, rather than in skill
set and is relatively easy to ﬁx. The
solution to the challenge is two-fold:
ﬁrstly, information professionals need
to become more proactive about
understanding the information needs
of the business. They need to become
more integrated with other teams, such
as data analytics, and more visible
to senior management. Secondly,
business leaders need to support their
development and foster a culture
where the role and contribution of
records and information managers is
better understood. This would build a
bridge of understanding across which
value-added insight and information
can travel in both directions. To stay
relevant, RIMs need to add value to the
information in their care, with analysis,
insight and understanding that reﬂects
the latest business needs.
RIMs need to reinvent themselves as
business-focused, integrated, multitasking, collaborative team players
that can help the company to extract
the full beneﬁt from information. They
need to take charge of their own destiny
and development needs and make
themselves and their contribution more
visible to senior management and
colleagues.

It takes a long
time to create
perfection.

Once in a while a product comes along
and changes everything, from the way
it’s crafted to the way it works. Products
are often copied and many are great
ideas that never really see true success
in their application. Many years are
spent searching for a product that will
ultimately surpass expectations, stand
the test of time and become recognised
as the leader in its field.
We created one of those successful
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still today it has never been equalled.
Why?
Because we have never compromised
on quality.
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an overall industry curriculum,
so that trainees gain a valuable
independently recognised
qualiﬁcation. If an FM charter
were to be established, many
in-house teams may struggle
to provide an eﬀective training
programme, particularly if the FM
team is small, or does not perform all
activities within the curriculum. It may
fall to the supplier ﬁrms to fulﬁl the role of
providing the training contracts, like the law
and accountancy ﬁrms, to provide trainees with the

Do facilities managers
need to be chartered?
What real diﬀerence
does this make to
them, their reputation
and their career? How
much of the desire to
become chartered can be put
down to elitism?

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE END-USER’S VIEW

GUY STALLARD,
CHAIRMAN, FMA USER GROUP
AND THE UK HEAD OF FACILITIES
AT KPMG
Professionalising the facilities
management sector is something
that we should all support.
Launching a charter is one approach,
Guy Stallard
but isn’t the only way to raise the
industry’s proﬁle. FM has historically
gained many fantastic FMs through
on the job training and values experience through track record
delivery. In practical terms the industry would need to
agree what a charter in FM would mean – would
the scope include testing skills on property
acquisition and building design as
well as workplace services? Which
bodies would examine and award?
In industries which are chartered,
chartership does provide a
testing benchmark and assures
of a certain standard – and the
FM industry would need to agree
what the standard should be.
What of the FM practitioners who
currently perform brilliantly under
the pressure of busy daily operations
and project delivery, but perform
poorly under the pressure of exams?
Would we want to run the risk of losing talent
such as this?
Support at work through the training process is an important
consideration. In accountancy and other professions such
as law, trainees are supported through a blend of instructorled training, on-the-job training and exams. Firms in these
industries have internal training programmes which support

breadth of experience a stretching charter process requires.
Many of the industries which are chartered have very
stringent recruitment criteria and most require degrees for
training contracts. These same industries are now looking
hard at how to encourage social mobility and attract
applicants from a more diverse range of backgrounds.
FM currently beneﬁts from practitioners with a broad range
of experiences, and we should collectively continue to
promote this. 

THE CONSULTANT’S VIEW
DAVE WILSON CFM,
EFFECTIVE FACILITIES

The quest for chartered
status for facilities
managers has always
seemed to me to
be a mistaken
response to
a genuine
need to
improve the
consistency
of skills and
knowledge
provided by facilities practitioners.
It is not only that chartership is an irrelevance
in the modern world of portfolio careers and a
global market place for FM – although it is – but
that it seeks to impose an artiﬁcial codiﬁcation on the
range of FM activities which can only limit the potential not
only of individuals but of the profession as a whole. Before
moving on to discuss other ways of addressing the needs of
professional Facility Managers and their clients, it is maybe
worth expanding a little on these statements as they often
are misunderstood and misrepresented by the advocates of
Chartered status.

Launching a charter
is one approach, but isn’t
the only way to raise the
industry’s proﬁle.”

– Guy Stallard
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It is often said that we need to recruit people into FM at
a younger age, to expand their skills and make this a more
attractive profession, and chartered status is promoted as the
solution to this, raising standards and recognition. However,
there is not only no evidence that a Chartered FM would
automatically be granted better status, there is ample evidence
to the contrary: we can look at our surveyor colleagues with
their RICS status and see how little value the chartered standing
adds to their careers. Indeed, were it not that this system allows
RICS a virtual monopoly over who can practice as a surveyor –
something which does not happen in other European countries,
incidentally – then there would be no practical beneﬁt to the
chartered status on its own: the beneﬁt comes from there being
a regulatory mechanism which requires certain skills to be
performed, and certain knowledge to be understood, to a level
which protects the customers of the service. In other industries
in the UK – hospitality for example – this protection is achieved
by regulatory requirements not by chartership. There is a good
reason for this, too. Surveying has several distinct disciplines
within it. But hospitality covers many more skills, making it
much harder to produce a “one size ﬁts all” standard. FM seems
to me to be much more similar in this to the hospitality industry
than to surveying, especially when one considers that under
the umbrella of FM there are many disciplines which are already
covered by chartered status and regulation.
Further, there is the question of portability of the status.
Without doubt RICS has been exemplary in exporting its
qualiﬁcations and business model globally. But it has done
that on the basis of hundreds of years of existence, a monopoly
position in its home market, the strong cultural ties and base
within the former British empire, and the absence of major
competitors in key markets. None of those conditions apply for
any FM chartered body now seeking to be established. Added
to that, we have to recognise that unlike a degree or MBA,
chartered facility manager status bestowed in the UK would
have no automatic equivalence elsewhere: it would not be
useless but even if it conferred a “licence to operate” in the UK it
would carry no such beneﬁt anywhere else.
So what should we do instead, given that it is clearly not ideal
that anyone can declare themselves to be a facilities manager
given the risks inherent in operating major facilities? And here I
want to suggest something that no-one ever considers: let’s do
nothing. Because there is no evidence that the current system is
actually creating risk and no evidence that incompetent facility
managers are a widespread problem. There are plenty of high
quality qualiﬁcations available from degrees, post-graduate
courses, IFMA credentials and the BIFM Certiﬁcation, plus an
existing chartered facility management surveyor status from
RICS for those who want it. What possible good is there to come
from replacing all that – a process which will take years and cost
a fortune – with a single Chartered status which can only apply
in the UK, and which in any case is unlikely to be granted by
Government?
Chartered status for FM is a diversion from our collective
need to improve consistency. But that needs to be done
internationally, and it needs to be done at an industry level, not
just by practitioners looking to improve their own professional
standing. Chartered status is not the solution, but the new set of
ISO standards being developed just might be. 

THE HR VIEW

C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST GROUP
Being chartered is not a necessity
in FM. Certainly, chartered status
looks great on a CV, and it does
impress. It shows that someone
has met a certain standard of
learning, and has accumulated a
body of specialist, professional
knowledge. It also really helps
with reputation and career
advancement. And having many
chartered professionals in an
C-J Green
industry really enhances the
status of the industry as a whole.
But I don’t think chartered status is the be-all and end-all.
About half of the Servest management team has chartered status,
and I don’t ever ﬁnd myself looking at that half and thinking
that they are better than their unchartered counterparts. Do the
likes of Richard Branson and Alan Sugar have chartered status? I
would be surprised if they did, and they have done pretty well for
themselves.
More valuable than anything is having demonstrable experience.
You can have all the qualiﬁcations in the world. But if you don’t
have experience and if you can’t walk the walk, then you will be
on a back foot.
In areas such as accounting and HR that require technical,
specialist knowledge, chartered status is arguably more of a
must-have. These professions have also been around for much
longer, and chartered status has become ingrained in them as the
ultimate symbol of professionalisation. Employers expect people
in these areas to have chartered status as a baseline, because
that’s what convention dictates.
When I’m hiring for the HR team, I do look to see if someone has
Chartered Institute of Professional Development (CIPD) status.
To be honest, I feel more assured that I know what I’m getting
if someone is qualiﬁed to a certain level. But I never discount
anyone just because they aren’t CIPD qualiﬁed.
I am much more interested in someone’s experience and
capability, and in their way of thinking. Ultimately, what I really
want, is to hire people with drive, energy and passion and solid,
foundational experience in the job they are applying for. And
for junior staﬀ who have not had time to build experience, I am
looking for aptitude and potential. In other words, for me, a
whole host of characteristics are much more desirable than a
qualiﬁcation.
Servest’s Future Leaders programme, which is designed to foster
the future leaders who are already working for the company, as
well as attract bright graduates, places successful candidates in
every area of the Servest business. We see much more value in our
future leaders learning the ropes from the ground up, and learning
by doing and experiencing. The future leaders also study for an
ILM qualiﬁcation in leadership and management during their two
years. So there is a value in that. But only really when combined
with gaining real, practical experience.
So does Servest support staﬀ to gain chartered status? Yes, we
will support them ﬁnancially to do that, if they are doing a good
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The employers don’t seem too interested, BIFM is struggling with it and
most FMs I talk to don’t have an opinion one way or the other”
job and want to become further qualiﬁed if it will help them
in their work. But that comes down to personal desire. Some
people desire to get qualiﬁcations, and some people don’t place
any value in them at all. My job involves facilitating people to
take charge and ownership of their own work and development.
And that may or may not involve chartership. 

THE COACH'S VIEW

DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
Do facilities managers need
to be chartered? What real
diﬀerence does this make to
them, their reputation and
their career? How much of the
desire to become chartered
can be put down to elitism?
This is a conversation,
discussion, argument –
whatever you want to call
it – that has been going on for
David Kentish
many years without getting
anywhere near to a resolution.
What interests me about this
subject is where the pressure for a ‘chartership’ is coming from.
From my talks with many in the industry the pressure
doesn’t seem to be coming from employers. It’s true, of course,
that if you have BIFM qualiﬁcations on your CV you will be
looked on more favourably. Although it appears that having
BIFM qualiﬁcations is not part of most job speciﬁcations.
What employers look for are people with relevant hands-on
experience who will do a great job for them.
So if the pressure is not coming from employers, then where
is the demand driving the FM industry to have its own chartered
professional body and accreditation award system?
The BIFM has, in the past, set up working groups to investigate
the beneﬁts, feasibility and associated costs of becoming a
chartered body. But to this day is still no further forward in
putting to its members any ﬁrm proposal about applying to be a
chartered FM professional body. This is not to say that it won’t,
because the organisation is now of a size where it would make
sense to apply for chartership. But if it has not happened already
then it surely begs the question, is it at all necessary?
My Oxford dictionary describes ‘chartered’ as: “Having a Royal
Charter, belonging to a chartered body.” Wikipedia goes into a
bit more detail:
“A chartered professional is a person who has gained a
remarkable level of competence in a particular ﬁeld of work
and as such has been awarded a formal credential by an
organisation in recognition.”
If there is a question that needs to be answered, then rather
than chartership, the more important one in my view is ‘what is
FM?’. What is this ‘competence in a particular ﬁeld of work?’ So
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many people have diﬀerent ideas about what FM really is, that
unless people working in the industry come to a consensus,
then the question about ‘is it necessary to be chartered’ can’t
even begin to be answered.
The argument for chartership includes, among other things,
that FM is not represented suﬀiciently at board level and being
a chartered FM would help to improve this situation. This may
or may not be the case, however people in FM generally do not
blow their or their departments’ own trumpet or market their
talents suﬀiciently enough (or at all) to get noticed by their own
board.
Phrases such as ‘it’s only FM’ or ‘i’m just doing my job’, or ‘it’s
nothing really’, when/if someone gives praise for something
well done, are common. A great deal of this has to do with an
individual’s self esteem, self-conﬁdence and valuing who they
are and what they feel that they contribute to the success of the
FM team.
On-going training would help individuals to address these
issues and will provide value for the companies they work for,
giving people the conﬁdence to get better at what they do and
to take on more responsibility.
Another question of course is this: how many FMs actually
want to be on the board of their company? Do they want a
promotion to a more senior position or do they just want to
keep their heads down out of the ﬁring line?
Not everyone wants to be a manager or leader. For many
they would either be uncomfortable with that position, or they
are not suitable. But for those who would like to rise to that
level and have a greater impact on the services they deliver for
their company or their clients, it will be their attitude, the great
relationships they create with their stakeholders, both internal
and external, their professionalism and of course an in-built self
belief that will advance them forward.
Having the title ‘chartered FM professional’ without having
these other qualities will not get them there.
So who would a chartered professional award actually
beneﬁt? The employers don’t seem too interested, BIFM is
struggling with it and most FMs I talk to don’t have an opinion
one way or the other. They just get on with things.
Is it more to do with vanity ‘I am a chartered FM’ or is
itabout proving to oneself and others that you are serious and
committed to your profession?
Our company employs a ﬁrm of chartered accountants. They
weren’t chartered when we hired them years ago and I have no
idea what diﬀerentiates them now from the ‘ordinary ﬁrm of
accountants’ that they once were. I base my choice to continue
using them on the fact that we like them and they do a great job
for us. Isn’t that what matters most, that the people you employ
do a great job for you whatever their designation?

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email: charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk

Net Gains
Add Value to your Bottom Line
and to your Green Credentials
Ignore what has gone before and embrace an
openness to change and enjoy a new way of working,
optimised for the materials you are producing.
You can radically change the way waste and resources
are managed by adopting a different approach
that sees procurement as a change management
programme rather than a price reduction mechanism.
Helistrat, an environmental consultancy and contract
management partner, build imaginative and creative
solutions that fit perfectly with your business and
its operations. When we contract manage waste and
resources we take the pressure away, facilitating a
seamless transition from old to new. We will enhance
the delivery you receive, adding value to your bottom
line and to your green credentials.

Call us on 023 9312 1314
or email: enquiries@helistrat.co.uk

| www.helistrat.co.uk |

CASE STUDY

EUROPEAN UNION

What does the
EU do for FM?

The UK referendum on EU membership is drawing ever closer. Regardless of whether you
think leaving is a real possibility or not, “renegotiation” will certainly be a hot topic. But
what could be renegotiated and how will it impact the FM industry? FMJ investigates

T

rying to get any facilities manager
to give an open and honest political
opinion is at least theoretically possible.
So it must be easier than drawing blood
from a stone, though at times it doesn’t
feel like it. The General Election in May
was a no go topic, at least in print. But
the European Union is slightly better, at
least from FMJ’s point of view.
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Most FMs, with large budgets and
widespread responsibilities, understanding
of how business works and appreciation
of co-operation, tend to support staying
within the Union. That is not to say that
many don’t want some changes made,
and soon. But what would this entail? The
EU has been publically blamed for things
it is not responsible for (the European

Convention on Human Rights for instance
was thought up and drafted by the Council
of Europe, a separate body altogether)
and doesn’t get credit for its undoubted
achievements (trade beneﬁts, peace in
Europe and arguably the most “free” area
ever established by humanity).
So when people demand renegotiation
what is it they are actually asking for?

he
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WHICH EU LEGISLATION
EFFECTS THE FM INDUSTRY?
CLEANING
Rather ridiculously the EU law relating to
cleaning that most people are aware of is
the infamous one about vacuum cleaners.
But that is only a tiny fragment of a much
broader strategy.
Yes last year the EU did forbid the sale of
vacuum cleaners rated above 1600 watts,
predictions that we would be wading knee
deep through dust by now proved to be
exaggerated. Shockingly.
Brussels was also forced to shelve plans
to tackle air pollution across the continent,
fearing that a proposed clear air directive
would damage the economic recovery
of several European nations. The Waste
Framework Directive however aims to
recycle 70 per cent of all waste produced in
the EU by 2030.
On top of this the EU has published at
least a dozen directives aimed at improving
ambient air quality, Would anyone
advocate repealing any of these (vacuums
aside) were we to leave?

HEALTH AND SAFETY
EU meddling in the world of health and
safety has become something of a running
joke over recent years. Rivalled only by
political correctness in how often it seems
to rile people in the most unexpected and
seemingly ridiculous areas.
A quick oﬀice poll reveals that some
people were convinced, amongst other
things, that the EU had banned toothpicks,
cardboard egg boxes, trapeze artists and
hanging baskets. The fact that all of these
things are available at any supermarket
didn’t seem to dispel these beliefs. (There is
an aisle for trapeze artists, all sorts of circus
performers in fact).
Things that have actually been introduced
include guidelines around exposure to
dangerous chemicals or physical hazards.
So far so good. Slightly more bizarre is
the (extremely long) report into “The
increasing use of portable computing and
communication devices and its impact
on the health of EU workers.” Focusing on
“options for management and legislation
to try and compensate for the possible
negative health eﬀects of the use of
portable computing and communication
devices.”
116 very technical pages later and you
might justiﬁably wonder if the EU does
not have more pressing concerns. (The
guidelines were written in 2010).
The EU website claims that it has
improved incidences of psychological stress
(excessive workloads, poor management,
SEPTEMBER 2015
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harassment and more) helped women,
amongst other things, balance work and
home life, become better represented at
management level and acknowledge the
realities of physical diﬀerences between
the sexes. It also says that the EU-28
employment rate for people aged 55–64
years has increased from 39.9 per cent in
2003 to 50.1 per cent in 2013.
The costs of accidents at work and
occupational ill health range from 2.6 per
cent to 3.8 per cent of GDP according to the
same site, so the beneﬁts of this extend
beyond health and into economics.

CATERING
When it comes to catering the EU is
responsible for much of the labelling you
see on your food. European Directives
2003/89/EC and 2006/142/EC listed 14
common allergens that people must always
be told is in their food. These include nuts,
milk and ﬁsh. This applies whether or not
food comes in packaging.
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They also insist that manufacturers are
obligated to:

 Provide safe foods
 Implement procedures to prevent
unsafe foods
 Be able to trace their food one step
back and one step forward
 Withdraw and recall unsafe foods
 Cooperate with competent authorities
This however is about the extent of it. So a
Brexit would likely make little diﬀerence to
your catering operations.

LABOUR
In any conversation that people have about
the EU and leaving the EU you can bet your
bottom dollar that the topic of immigration

The costs of accidents at
work and occupational ill
health range from 2.6 per cent to
3.8 per cent of GDP .”

FMJ.CO.UK

will rear its head pretty much instantly.
Some people think that immigration has
beneﬁted Britain, others bemoan what
they see as the imminent death of the
culture unique to this Island. What are the
actual facts? Approximately 12 per cent of
people resident here were born overseas.
By contrast it was roughly ﬁve per cent
just after World War Two. And the ﬁgure
in Austria was 15 per cent, Italy just eight.
France and Germany’s levels are pretty
much identical to the UKs.
That 12 per cent equates to roughly seven
million. Of those seven million immigrants,
4.8 million came from outside the EU, with
only 2.2 being from within the EU. Simply
put leaving the EU would not solve the
problem (if you consider it to be a problem)
of mass immigration. The economic
implications are still worth considering
however. The stereotype of every EU
immigrant being on beneﬁts is of course
nonsense, that latest ﬁgures suggest it is
roughly ﬁve per cent of those 2.2 million.
Though that has doubled since 2008.
That leaves well over two million workers
performing invaluable jobs, undoubtedly
at your own organisation. Many of FMJ’s
readers’ origins are on the continent.
It should also be pointed out that by
leaving, Brits would lose their right to
live elsewhere, a right we certainly take
advantage of. Three quarters of a million
of us live in Spain (roughly 10 per cent of
that number make the opposite journey),
300,000 in Ireland (200,000 fewer than the
number of Irish who dwell on these shores),
200,000 in France (double the number of
French living here), 120,000 in Germany
(there are 250,000 Germans in the UK) and

EUROPEAN UNION

with another 100,000 scattered across
Portugal, Greece, Italy and Belgium.
The ﬂow is more one way where Eastern
Europe is concerned, there are 650,000
polish living here (ten times the number
in 2000) 130,00 Lithuanians, (15 years
ago there were virtually none) 100,000
Romanians (up from 8,000 in 2000) and
70,000 Latvians. By contrast there are less
than 10,000 Brits living in all four of these
countries combined.
The economic beneﬁts of this are
debatable, though that they are positive is
not disputed. The Guardian claimed
in November 2014 that research
by two leading migration
economists at University
College showed that the
UK consistently attracts
the most talented
migrants from behind
the old Iron Curtain. The
same report claimed that
EU migrants made a net
contribution of £20bn to
the UK economy between
2000 and 2011 (split £15bn
to Western Europeans against
£5bn to Eastern immigrants.)
The eﬀect of this on FM is highlighted
when you realise that a list of the top ten
occupations of foreign born workers in the
UK includes cleaning and housekeeping,
food preparation, hospitality and leisure,
security, IT and telecoms and services
to buildings and landscapes. At least
according to the Migration Observatory.
The implications of the UK leaving the
EU on the average FM workforce could be
unthinkable.
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SECURITY
Most EU laws, legislation and directives
(explaining the diﬀerence would take
more space and willpower than FMJ has)
involving security are unsurprisingly
focused around air travel or cyber security.
Though there are some relevant pieces of
information in cyber security guidelines
and around data protection, the impact on
FM is nowhere near that of other sectors.

WORKING HOURS
The Working Hours Directive
gives EU workers the right to a
minimum number of holidays
each year, rest breaks, and
rest of at least 11 hours
in any 24 hours. It also
restricts excessive night
work, provides a day oﬀ
after a week’s work; and
provides for a right to
work no more than 48
hours per week.
It should be stressed that
the UK, uniquely, kicked
up such a fuss that the oftmentioned limit on the amount of
hours worked in a week (48) does not
apply here.
A proper analysis of all the EU changes,
and there eﬀects on FM is of course
impossible without going on for more pages
than any of you would ever read. We can
also never say which laws and guidelines
would be retained by Westminster in the
event of a Brexit. The only thing we can
say for certain is that the EU has a massive
eﬀect on FM.

The UK consistently
attracts the most
talented migrants from
behind the old Iron
curtain.”
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Growing
All FMs, at least every single FM that FMJ has spoken to is convinced that facilities managers should have a
much greater say in the design stage of new buildings. There is a persistent urban legend that an architect once
designed and built a library, but forgot to account for the weight of the books and the building sank. Had an FM
seen the plans at any stage, this would never have happened. Sadly this story isn’t true, but if the latest trend
toward designing environmentally friendly buildings is, then FMs surely have to be involved. But what steps are
being taken already to make buildings “green” and how can FMs help?

A

t this point FMJ is willing to bet that everyone reading this accepts
climate change and supports recycling. Anyone who doesn’t has
learned to keep their mouth shut or risk being driven oﬀ the planet Earth by
pitchfork and torch wielding hordes.
Therefore FMJ is willing to bet that everyone has heard all the latest trends
toward building sustainable and environmentally friendly buildings that can
pretty much take care of themselves. This doesn’t just mean that they’ve stuck
a few solar panels on the roof. Anything that is common practice in dormitory
towns isn’t good enough for the cutting edge buildings in Dubai and Mumbai.

CURRENT
For example there are already a host of buildings, built, up and running, that
are utilising ideas that many people might think are purely hypothetical. There
is India Tower in Mumbai, India (shockingly). Completed in 2010 India Tower
looks like a load of cardboard boxes stacked on top of each other. The tower,
which has been called the greenest in the subcontinent, makes use of rainwater
recycling to save on water use, and natural ventilation to save on HVAC costs.
This is a much bigger deal in Mumbai, where the average temperature is 32
degrees centigrade, and the humidity is 75 per cent. London by contrast,
averages 15 degrees with a humidity of 55 per cent.
Then there is One, Central Park in Sydney, which takes the idea of vertical

gardens to a whole new level. The building, designed by Jean Nouvel, has been
described by various award ceremonies as the best tall building in Asia and
Australia and one of the best in the world. Images of the building look like a
modern day Hanging Gardens of Babylon. Plastering the walls of a skyscraper
with greenery reduces the temperature inside, saving on heating costs, and can
help with water recycling.
Staying Down Under there is Council House 2 in Melbourne. The name
might bring to mind images of Coronation Street backdrops but the building,
ten stories tall, was completed in 2006. Unlike India Tower or Central Park the
building does not look that impressive, but, when compared to the existing
sites on either side it has reduced energy consumption by 85 per cent, gas
consumption by 87 per cent, water usage by 72 per cent, and only produced
13 per cent of the emissions. This comes as a result of energy eﬀicient LCD
computer monitors, light ﬁtting and a gas ﬁred cogeneration plant (meaning
electricity and heat are provided from the same source). Over a ﬁfth of the
total building cost was invested in sustainability initiatives and the building is
expected to start paying for itself in under 10 years.
Anyone interested in these uber-futuristic green buidings, other fantastic
examples include Cor in Miami, One Angel Square in Manchester and Merrett
Crossing Apartments in California. Even the Crystal, that many of the bigwigs
from the FM industry pile into every year for the Workplace Future’s Conference,
frequently appears in “top 10” lists.
SEPTEMBER 2015
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PLANNED
Bear in mind, those are buildings that are already
up and running, so what further projects are
approaching? Well, there is the Burj al-Taqa, or
the Energy Tower in English, which has been
mothballed since the global recession in 2008.
Originally planned to built in Dubai it was to
incorporate power generation machinery into its
structure, including a massive wind turbine on
the roof.
Then there is Crystal Island in Moscow, designed
by Norman Foster, the man behind the Gherkin
and Wembley Stadium. Also postponed due to the
recession the site, if and when it is completed will
be the largest structure on the planet, at least by
ﬂoor area. It was planned to built with a “second
skin” which would provide a thermal buﬀer for the
building itself. It was also planned to be powered
entirely by sonar panels and wind turbines.
Or you could consider Salesforce Tower, soon
to be the tallest building in San Francisco at
over 1,000 feet tall. It is predicted that once the
tower opens it will have ﬂoor to ceiling windows,
comprehensive water recycling systems (reducing
water consumption to 30-50 per cent compared to
surrounding buildings) and ﬂoor by ﬂoor air intake
systems which will improve the economics of the
entire ventilation systems.

THE FM
FMs have for years been trumpeting the role that
they should or could play in the design and build
stage of any new premises. After all it does sound
slightly ludicrous that the men and women who
will eventually run a building, have no say in its
planning or construction. This can be applied to
any subsector of FM from security to cleaning via
catering and health and safety, but what exactly can
an FM oﬀer that would improve the environmental
credentials of a building from the outset?
The energy usage of your typical oﬀice is
split between air conditioning, heating, oﬀice
equipment, lighting and hot water. All things
that could fall under the control of the building’s
FM. Of these the two biggest costs by far are air
conditioning and heating, together accounting for
well over half of all energy costs. Clearly it would
beneﬁt everyone to have a building where the
temperature would remain constant, or at least as
close to as is possible. The beneﬁts would be both
ﬁnancial and environmental.
Everyone is now familiar with the build up
beneﬁts of switching oﬀ electrical devices at
night, but where FMs could come in from the very
beginning would be building control systems
which can control which appliances are on and
when at no extra cost. Routine maintenance as
well as refurbishment can contribute hugely to
reducing energy wastage. As the person responsible
for overseeing this, as well as the person who
best understands the logistics underpinning the
operation it would clearly be in everyone’s best
interest to see that FMs are involved in designing a
building’s layout.
Even more straightforward would be recycling.
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The energy usage of your typical oﬃce is split between
air conditioning, heating, oﬃce equipment, lighting and
hot water. ”
Basic psychology tells us that the easier
something is for people to do, the more likely
they are to actually do it. This is as true for
recycling as anything else. Think that any
architect and builder will automatically
remember to put in convenient recycling points,
or at least places where they could be located,
think again.
A popular tale tells of how the architect who
designed the headquarters of the Austrian
Ministry of Defence committed suicide when
he realised at the grand opening that he had
forgotten to include any toilets in the entire
building. This is probably not true, but the moral
of the story still stands. Bike racks would be
another simple inclusion that could have large
environmental beneﬁts.
Lighting a building only costs around half as
much as heating one, but this is still a signiﬁcant
energy expenditure. According to the carbon
trust light levels in oﬀices “naturally” drop by
up to a third in the ﬁrst two years after lights
are installed. Introducing even the most basic
maintenance programme can reduce energy
costs by up to 15 per cent, again according

to the carbon trust. FMs should be involved
in proceedings, they are aware of the types
of lighting their staﬀ require, the costs and
beneﬁts of various options and the maintenance
requirements and logistics.
An even better option might be to design
buildings where possible with skylights and full
length windows. The Lockheed plant in Seattle
did this and its annual lighting costs were
reduced by over half a million dollars. Not only
that but employee productivity increased by 15
per cent thanks to the improved ambience and
increased availability of light.
As every FM knows the beneﬁts of low ﬂow
shower heads, taps, toilets and more can have
a massive impact on the amount of water your
building produces. Repairing any and all leaks
immediately is a must and recycling water can
be very beneﬁcial.
Then there is the largest part of the building
altogether. The building itself. Some buildings
are still constructed out of materials that are not
conductive to green cleaning. There are some
that require acidic and chemical cleaning, with
all the environmental impact this implies.

Transform your world
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Give Winter the
Cold Shoulder
After two very mild winters in a row, there’s a worry that some FMs might be getting complacent about preparing for

the snow season. In this article Vicky Lopez, co-founder and director of De-ice gives her view on why this is a mistake.
But for anyone who doesn’t prepare fully Alan Scrafton, from oil and environmental specialist, Adler and Allan, provides
a winter checklist for facilities managers to help protect their organisation in the event of an emergency

E

very year, we hear the same thing from the
UK’s winter gritting providers - telling FMs and businesses - to plan properly for the winter
ahead. I am certainly not going to disagree with
that say’s De ice director Vicky Lopez.
The UK hasn’t seen a great deal of snow in the
last two years, so for FMs beginning to make their
plans for the 2015-16 winter they haven’t got a
great deal to go by. We are already hearing some
FMs say: “We invested heavily in winter planning
and maintenance over the last few years and it cost
us - we didn’t see any return.”
However, no one should ever become complacent
and decide to ‘skip a year’s service’ - because the
last few years have been mild and to try and save
on costs. Employing this tactic will - inevitably result in a serious issue, which will in turn lead to
cost; either in rectifying the problem at the last
minute, or where damages need to be paid out for
an accident that occurred, or where a store or oﬀice
has had to remain closed because no service had
been agreed and put into place. Failing to safely
grit premises puts a business not only at risk of
ﬁnancial liability from claims from both employees
and visitors but they may also encounter other
issues, such as loss of revenue, targets not being
met and damaged reputation.
We advise that businesses (and their FM partners)
assess the risks posed by ice, frost and snow in
the same way that they would all other workplace
risks, and then implement appropriate systems and
controls. The unpredictability of the weather adds
an element of uncertainty that makes it crucial to
plan ahead and monitor any warning signs that
conditions may change.
No two winters are ever the same, FMs that put a
plan in place with their customers are - eﬀectively

- taking out a ‘winter insurance policy’. You cover
yourself for when the weather does become harsh,
which helps the business in question to remain
open and operational during that period.
We see some FMs planning from one winter to the
next. And - in some cases - winter planning can end
up being implemented around the time the FM is
scraping the ﬁrst frost from the car windshield. In
this scenario, there has been no time to properly
measure the current plan in place (if any), and often
no time to meet with the awarded contractor – this
is not the best way to start.
You can implement a winter plan at any time
of the year, there are no additional costs and
contracting in early gives all parties plenty of time
to prepare. We have always followed a ‘plan, do,
review’ process at De-ice and because we are
operating within strict timeframes this enables us
to be ready to provide our services where and when
it is needed to the high standards our customers
deserve.
A longer-term plan should be refreshed annually
and monitored constantly throughout the service
period, and we - as the provider - can keep on top
of the customer’s needs and requirements. It’s
harder to fulﬁl a contract to its full potential when
it’s on an ad-hoc basis, or has been implemented
last minute. When a customer feels under- or
over-serviced, that’s when they are more likely to
complain, which doesn’t reﬂect well on either the
FM or the provider.
Those concerned about the unpredictability of
cost could opt for a three or ﬁve-year ﬁxed contract;
that way they don’t pay for a cost-per-visit scenario.
They remain on a ﬁxed budget for the entire period
and can plan accordingly. Equally they are likely
to balance out on costs over that period with the

possibility of at least one to two harsh winters.
An historical average for the site postcode is used
to calculate an average ﬁxed cost price for each
season.
We often question why companies leave winter
planning to the last minute, or not at all. The
‘compensation culture’ society we live in, coupled
with the increasingly severe winter weather means
we are likely to see more claims arising from
people slipping on snow and ice in the winter
months. Claims range from a few thousand to tens
of thousands of pounds, and even to hundreds of
thousands of pounds – depending of the severity
of the injuries and the impact on the claimant’s
work and daily living. Add the reputational damage
and the stress and inconvenience - should that be
reason enough for FMs to be putting a plan in place
with their customers?
FMs need to treat their winter maintenance
provider as a planning partner. The provider can
then get a full appreciation of the sites and have
the ﬂexibility to deliver what is needed, for example
planning the allocation of resources and taking
advantage of cheaper salt prices in the summer.
We ensure a full audit trail is always carried out
for the site in question, providing evidence that it
has been properly serviced.
Putting a plan in place should not be driven
entirely by cost. If a risk has been identiﬁed it
cannot be ignored, however, we are - at all times
- sensitive to this risk and the costs associated
which is why working as a transparent partnership
to develop the level of service required at each site
is truly the best value for money. But, leaving the
planning to the last minute - or not at all will create added stress and an additional cost to
the company.
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Volatile weather activity is on the increase, as is
the awareness of the impact this can have on the
ﬁnancial performance of businesses. Although
organisations cannot be expected to control the
weather, employers will increasingly be expected
to seek ways of managing that risk and
ensuring that they are open for
business.
And, what we all have to
remember is that ‘one size
does not ﬁt all’...
TIPS ON WHAT
FMs SHOULD BE
CONSIDERING NOW:
✔ Look at each
customer (and their
site) on a case by case
basis
✔ Consider how you
will communicate winter
maintenance planning to your
customer(s)

Whatever your
business, make sure
it’s ready for whatever
weather winter throws
at you.”

✔ Review winter maintenance organisations
and which one suits yours’ and your customers’
requirements
✔ If you are self-delivering review and update your
policy and processes. Make sure staﬀ are appropriately
trained and machinery ﬁt for purpose. Measure the
cost of self-delivery verses outsourcing
✔ Don’t wait – regardless of the weather standard
winter maintenance contracts commence on 1st
November
✔ Be conﬁdent in your award – if you have your
mental ﬁngers crossed you need to reconsider

ADLER AND ALLAN
The cost of clearing up following ﬂooding was
bandied to be in the region of £1bn back in 2013/14,
when many homes and businesses became
victims of one of the wettest winters on record.
The exceptional storms led to high waves, coastal
damage and widespread ﬂooding, causing signiﬁcant
disruption to homes, businesses and infrastructure.
Alan Scrafton explains further.
Adding to the nightmare costs involved, insurance
claims were also at a level where insurers were
looking at their ﬁnances to see what needed to be
done, resulting in premiums rising considerably –
again, taking its toll on ﬁrms as they struggled to get
back on their feet.
Businesses of all sizes across the UK saw an impact
in every aspect of their day-to-day operations with
many business owners facing tremendous ﬁnancial
hardship. As we head into the winter months once
again, what can facilities managers be doing to
keep operations and equipment running eﬀiciently
without interruption from the elements?
A key lesson from the ﬂooding in particular is
that proper plans and precautions must be taken;
those businesses that are at risk should ensure that
the correct ﬂood mitigation steps are in place, for
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example, to minimise any potential damage.
A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will
immediately determine whether or not your
business is at risk, as well as the level of ﬂood
water that could occur. Following this, drawing
up a ﬂood plan is essential for damage
limitation, which will cover aspects
such as relocating stock,
critical records, electronic
equipment or anything
of high value, as well
as making sure that
electrical appliances
are disconnected and
the gas supply is shut
oﬀ to reduce the risk of
any ﬁre.
Once a clear and
eﬀective plan is in place,
ﬁrms will be in a position to
consider what their options
are with regards to permanent
ﬂood defences. There are a range
of options available from lightweight
demountable systems through to passive and
modular ﬂood defence systems. Other methods
of defence may be deemed necessary, including
undertaking civil engineering works, such
as trench excavation and the installation of
pumps, gauges and alarms. Remote monitoring
and early warning systems are essential for
catching ﬂood water before it goes on to cause
serious damage.
Another option is spray lining, which prevents
the deterioration ﬂood water can cause,
helping to safeguard tanks, roofs, ﬂoors and
other external or internal surfaces. Protective
coatings and linings will prolong the life of
valuable assets and ensure waterprooﬁng,
as well as oil and chemical resistance.
Floodwaters are often contaminated
with sewage, or other hazardous
materials (fuels, asbestos, farm
chemicals, etc.) Make sure drains are
clear, with hand operated valves on piping
closed to prevent backﬂow through ﬂoor
drains or plumbing ﬁxtures.

SPILL ACTION
Natural disasters, such as ﬂooding, can have
a knock-on eﬀect causing the spill or leak of
hazardous substances and/or fuel. Again, it is
crucial that correct spill procedures are in place
that take in account the eﬀects on equipment,
staﬀ and the surrounding environment. Within
a business, there needs to be a designated
employee in charge of the plan and appropriate
spill-care kits, which are essential for ISO14001
compliance.
Freezing pipes are also a risk in winter where
tanks are concerned. Maintenance procedures
should include keeping fuel and related assets
in top condition – not just from a pollution
risk, but to ensure your ﬁrm is complying
with industry legislation. Underground tanks

can burst through to ground level, crack the
surface and strain connections to lines, while
running the risk of suﬀering structural damage.
Measures such as making sure pipes below
the ground have visible inspection hatches are
key for eﬀective maintenance, together with
ensuring above ground pipes are supported
using brackets.
It’s worth noting that fuel tanks are governed
by Fuel Storage Regulations, which requires
owners to have them inspected annually, with
subsequent maintenance requirements being
adhered.

PLAN, PLAN, PLAN
Whatever your business, make sure it’s ready
for whatever weather winter throws at you. By
taking a strategic approach and establishing
an eﬀective Planned Preventive Maintenance
(PPM) schedule, you’ll be ensuring that despite
freezing temperatures and lashing rain;
business can continue as normal, without the
threat of detrimental downtime.
Making sure that all aspects of machinery,
etc, are in top working order will give peace
of mind when extreme conditions are thrown
into the mix. Having a predictive (not reactive)
plan in place could see ﬁrms reduce their
overall building costs too – by up to 50 per
cent! Regular, planned maintenance has a
positive impact on helping to extend the life of
equipment, reduce energy consumption and
minimise disruption. Don’t leave it to chance –
protect you assets and your income!

Work2 Sit-Stand
desks & benches
The essential component for a healthy, high
performing workplace
KI’s newest desk and bench system allows you
to introduce the benefits of powered sit-stand
workstations to your workplace strategy in a
cost-effective, space efficient and practical way.
Flexible and retrofittable, Work2 sit-stand
workstations can be specified at fixed height,
sit-stand, or a blend of the two. Should future
requirements change, it can be quickly and
easily altered, one position at a time with
minimal disruption.
Designed & Manufactured in the UK

Made in UK

Work2 sit-stand benches alongside Work2 fixed height cantilever benches
H Series Perspex screens
Faveo 24/7 task chairs
SpaceStation mobile personal storage

KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
T 020 7404 7441
E workplace@kieurope.com
W www.kieurope.com

Aspire to lead

Achieve the world’s most sought
after professional status
RICS is the professional home for leaders in facilities management.
Our qualification provides a career path for aspiring leaders demonstrating
the highest standards of professionalism.
As the only chartered qualification in FM, RICS offers:
• Professional status
• Recognition of your proven leadership and strategic credentials
• A genuine competitive advantage – increased earnings of £10k per year*
• A range of professional development
• A network of over 118,000 professionals worldwide.
*RICS and Macdonald & Company UK Rewards & Attitudes Survey 2015

Contact us today: t +44 (0)24 7686 8433 e join@rics.org w rics.org/fmhub
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FIRE

Between 2013 and 2014 the UK Fire and Rescue Services attended over 200,000 ﬁres. Over 10 per cent of
these were not house ﬁres and across the country 322 people died ﬁre related deaths. In this article Richard
Nichols, technical services director at G4S Facilities Management, casts his eye over the introduction of new ﬁre
legislation in June of this year, explaining the intricacies and how it will impact on the FM industry

L

ast autumn a television documentary
uncovered serious failings concerning ﬁre
dampers at a recently-opened NHS hospital. It
revealed that the ﬁre dampers either could not
be tested because of a lack of access such as
being built into a wall, were sealed with tape,
or propped open with metal so they would
not work in the event of ﬁre. Less than half of
dampers in one section due to be inspected,
passed. In another section only one passed.
Further investigations revealed that this is not
uncommon across much of the NHS estate.
Fire dampers form a key part of the passive ﬁre
protection within a building but, as the hospital
example shows, are at best overlooked and at worst
not even recognised for the job they perform in a
ﬁre – possibly because they are largely hidden from
view. Unlike a ﬁre door which people see every day.
But their importance in preventing the spread of
the more than 60 ﬁres which occur in non-domestic
buildings every day, cannot be underestimated.
In 1996 ﬁre spread rapidly through Dusseldorf
Airport killing 17 people and injuring more than
60. Several factors were determined to have
contributed to the loss of life and property damage
including the lack of ﬁre compartmentalisation
caused by a lack of automatic suppression systems
including ﬁre dampers.
The deaths of 14 elderly people in a care home
in South Lanarkshire in 2004 was partly attributed
to the lack of ﬁre dampers in the building. The
ﬁre, which broke out during the night, was caused

by a electrical fault in a cupboard. A subsequent
investigation blamed poor ﬁre safety management
practices including a lack of ﬁre dampers which
allowed the ﬁre to rip through the building within
minutes.
In 2013-14 in the UK, 17 people died in nondomestic buildings and more than 1,000 were
injured as a result of ﬁre. And the problem is
very much an ongoing issue. In June 2015 it was
reported that a kitchen ﬁre at Knowsley Park school
in Merseyside spread into an adjoining stairwell.
The episode led to a review of the ﬁre safety at
all the eight PFI schools in the area, which have
since proved to be sub-standard. More than 60 ﬁre
dampers are inaccessible putting its occupants
at risk. A detailed programme of work is currently
being undertaken to rectify the situation.

WHAT ARE FIRE DAMPERS?
Fire dampers – or doors – are passive ﬁre protection
products used in heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) ducts to prevent the spread of
ﬁre when air ducts penetrate ﬁre resistance barriers
such as walls and ﬂoors. Ductwork provides
the perfect medium for ﬁres to spread rapidly
throughout a building and into adjoining premises.
Fire dampers within the ductwork act by sealing oﬀ
the ductwork preventing the spread of the ﬁre and
containing it within deﬁned areas of the ducting
system. Just as ﬁre doors prevent the spread of ﬁre
along corridors and into oﬀices and other parts of a

building, dampers prevent the spread of ﬁre along
ducts.
When a rise in temperature occurs, the ﬁre
damper closes, typically activated by a thermal
element or an electrical signal from a ﬁre alarm
system which allows springs to close the damper
blades. The damper will sense the heat and smoke
travelling along the ventilation shaft and close,
containing the ﬁre.
There are several types of ﬁre dampers:
 Curtain ﬁre dampers are interlocking blades
which fold to the top and are held open by
means of a thermal release mechanism (that can
also be electrically actioned) which activates at
72°c.
 Intumescent ﬁre dampers incorporate
components that expand when heated by a ﬁre,
activating typically between 120° to 270°c.
 Single and multi-blade ﬁre dampers have one
or more linked framed pivoting blades, released
by a thermal release mechanism (that can be
electrically activated) at around 72°C.

POSITIONING
Fire dampers should be located whenever the
ductwork passes through ﬁre compartment walls
and ﬂoors or wherever there is a grille or opening
for ventilation purposes.
The challenge often is that many buildings are
constructed at lowest cost with the bare minimum
SEPTEMBER 2015
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being done to meet safety standards. Fire dampers
are often one of the ﬁrst installations to be made
with other trades arriving on site meaning that
dampers can easily be obscured and
rendered inaccessible.
Facilities managers inheriting
a building without a plan
of the ﬁre dampers,
will have to comb
through the ductwork
physically to locate
them to ensure they
are being maintained.

TESTING

regime as normal. They are typically tested for
integrity (E), insulation (I) and reduced leakage
(S). During the testing procedure, the damper
must close and is then subjected to a 300
Pa pressure diﬀerential. Integrity
– the damper must not leak
more than 360m3/hr/m2;
Insulation – thermocouples
record temperature
rise (140/180°c max);
and Leakage rating –
damper must not leak
more than 200 m3/
hr/m2, at ambient
and during the ﬁre
test. The smallest
examples must also not
leak more than 200 m3/hr/
m2. If maintenance staﬀ are
not able to gain access to ﬁre
dampers, as in the hospital example,
in order to test them and maintain them,
then there is no way of telling whether they
would work correctly in the event of a ﬁre.

The damper will sense
the heat and smoke
travelling along the
ventilation shaft and close,
containing the ﬁre.”

Under BS EN 13662:2015 Fire resistance tests
for service installations, ﬁre
dampers have to be tested at
least every two years with springloaded dampers tested every 12 months.
Realistically the vast majority of dampers are spring
loaded, so FMs should consider a 12-month testing

A HISTORY OF FIRE
 64 – The Great Fire of Rome rampaged through the Eternal City for six days in July, various

FMs should insist on photographic evidence
from any sub-contractor to ensure that each
damper has been individually accessed and
tested in order to meet their duty of care to
building occupants.
In addition to BS EN 1366-2:2015, The
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
places a duty of care on the building owner
to take such general ﬁre precautions as will
ensure, so far as reasonably practical, the safety
of the building and safety of the people within
it. Section 17 requires the responsible person to
ensure, where necessary in order to safeguard
the safety of relevant persons, that the ﬁre
precautions are maintained in good working
order .
Sometimes dampers can slam shut which
may leave some areas feeling very stuﬀy as the
ventilation system isn’t working properly, and
others perfectly normally. This is a tell-tale sign
of a problem with the ﬁre dampers and the
facilities manager should arrange for further
investigations to take place.

MAINTENANCE
In addition to ensuring their good working
order, facilities managers should ensure ﬁre
dampers are cleaned and lubricated and any
dust, which could be combustible, be removed.

explanations have been given for the cause, but what is certain that of the city’s 14 districts
three were completely destroyed and eight more damaged. Nero may or may not have fiddled.

 523 – Though now most famous for being part of an annoying trick question involving spelling

the word it, in 523 Constantinople was the largest and grandest city in the world. The Nika revolt
which shook the capital ended with half the city’s buildings burned down and tens of thousands
of casualties.

 1666 – Lasting three days the fire that started in Pudding Lane consumed over 13,000 houses, 90
churches and flattened St. Paul’s Cathedral. Though it is often claimed that only six people died,
the total was likely far higher. Materials known to have melted prove that the temperature must
have topped 1700 degrees centrigrade.
 1776 – The Great Fire of New York, possibly started by American Revolutionaries, lasted for just

the one night, but resulted in the destruction of as many as a quarter of the 4,000 buildings then
present on Manhattan.

 1871 – For two days in early October Chicago was ablaze, all because a cow kicked over a lantern,

setting fire to a barn. When the smoke cleared 300 people had lost their lives, over three square
miles of the city were rubble and 100,000 people were homeless.

 1906 – When an earthquake shook Northern California on April 18th it caused a whole burst of

fires to attack San Francisco. The estimated 6,000 fatalities and disappearance of over 80 per
cent of the city make it the second worst disaster in American history. Beating out Hurricane
Katrina and behind only a cyclone that hit Texas in 1900.

 2009 – Bushfires that kill dozens or scores of people are almost commonplace Down Under,

even so the Black Saturday Bushfires which ravaged Victoria in 2009 were unprecedented. 173
people died and over 414 were injured in a little over a month. Over a million acres of land were
left desolate.
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OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Fire dampers must also conform to EN 15650:
2010 which means the product is CE marked
with its known characteristics and comes with
installation, operations and maintenance
documentation.

CHSA - delivering for its members.
Representing more than 200
manufacturers and distributors from the
cleaning and hygiene sector the CHSA
gives its members a powerful voice and
informs them on key industry issues.
The CHSA is also driving up standards,
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Get the most
from your post
The UK public sector spends around £650 million a year on physical mail. Central Government
departments such as The Department for Work and Pensions, HM Revenue and Customs and the
DVLA are responsible for £250 million of this. They rely on accurate precise physical mailings, as
well as digital communications. Experts Pitney Bowes explain the impact this has on the mailroom

D

espite its drive to become Digital by Default,
the Government has rightly recognised
that there continues to be a strong requirement
for physical mail. Similar to customer-focused
private businesses, citizen-centric organisations
communicate with their publics in the way the
citizens themselves choose. This is through
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physical mail, digital communications – email or
text messaging services for example – or a hybrid
approach.
Public sector organisations therefore need to
balance physical communications with digital
communications, to make sure their citizens are
informed and engaged.

With this in mind, the CCS, ESPO and YPO
worked together to create the new UK Government
Postal Services Framework (RM1063), to provide
customers with a quick and easy route for buying
postal goods and services. The Framework is
designed to simplify the supplier selection process
for public sector organisations balancing physical

FMJ.CO.UK
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and digital communications.
There are a number of advantages for government
agencies procuring through such frameworks, including:

 Smart, eﬀicient visitor tracking software such as
SendSuite tracking, improving management of
guests coming into the organisation

 It removes the need to go through the full OJEU
process every time requirements arises

Public sector organisations can also refresh their
outbound processes through the framework, with
access to innovative solutions which enable them to:

 Less time and money is spent on the lengthy tender
process
 It demystiﬁes complex product and service portfolios
 It provides assurances of best value and beneﬁts of
economies of scale
 Services can be fast-tracked, with the ﬂexibility to
change requirements
 The peace-of-mind that comes from using selected,
approved vendors and strong Service Level
Agreements
 The reassurance that services are compliant with UK
and European legislation
 Access to products and services agencies may not
otherwise have considered
As well as these beneﬁts, there is another signiﬁcant
advantage for public sector bodies in procuring through
frameworks: access to innovation. As government
agencies look to digital technology to empower citizens,
reduce costs, minimise complexity and improve
eﬀiciencies, innovation becomes more important than
ever before. Government frameworks eliminate the
need for procuring agencies to sift through vast supplier
product portfolios, as they look for suppliers to prove
innovation in their products and services.
The UK Government Postal Services Framework
(RM1063) is no exception, and in selecting suppliers
for this framework – one of which is Pitney Bowes - the
contracting authority revealed it was looking for those
that could provide digital, web-based and electronic
solutions, as well as physical mail. This requirement
demands innovation in postal services, as vendors
showcase their most innovative digital and physical
oﬀerings.

PROCUREMENT
In procuring new postal services, organisations review
inbound and outbound communications to improve
precision and accuracy to create impact, reduce
costs, generate revenues, improve services and drive
performance. Many are looking to update and enhance
their services, to gain access to fresh thinking and
innovative ways of doing things diﬀerently, ultimately
improving the digital and physical services they
provide to their citizens. Organisations can update their
inbound and internal processes with high performance
digital and physical solutions such as:
 Mail Sortation systems that quickly sort inbound
mail into department destinations, as used by one of
Europe’s largest local authorities
 Package tracking which eliminates lost items, saving
money and eliminating risk, as used by a major
London borough and in some universities and
hospitals
 Inbound digital mail room solutions which turn
physical mail distribution into fast and eﬀective
digital processes

 Create automated onsite and oﬀsite, physical and
digital, hybrid mail document processes
 Integrate existing document workﬂow software
directly into Intelligent mailroom insertion solutions,
as several UK councils are doing
 Install multi-carrier postage systems to maximise
cost and time savings when using diﬀerent carriers
such as Royal Mail and TNT
 Improve their monitoring of postage expenditure
across diﬀerent franking machines, directly to
desktops

KIRKLEES COUNCIL
Kirklees Council Document Solutions is the print, mail
and distribution service for Kirklees Council providing
high quality, cost eﬀective print, mail and distribution
solutions for all council services, local schools and
their public sector partners. On an annual basis
Document Solutions handles on average 2.5 million
items of external mail which are processed via franking
machines. Staﬀ manage an output of between 3,000 to
5,000 mail items per day. The organisation now uses
technology innovation in the form of Connect+ 3000
franking machines, which increase productivity, speed,
precision and accuracy of mail solutions, enabling
not just improved mail management but also the
distribution of marketing messages.
As well as automatically applying the correct postage
to each mail piece, the Connect+ prints Kirklees’ full
colour marketing messages and logos across the length
of the envelope, allowing them to save on the cost of
pre-printed stationery and enabling the use of mail as
a promotional tool. As distribution co-ordinator Neil
Render explains, “We saw the beneﬁt of colour printing
on post and were drawn to the idea of being able to
oﬀer mail advertising to all our customers within the
council. The functionalities of the new machine are
very user-friendly: the touch screen makes it quick and
easy to use and the default setting allows you to see
everything you’re doing clearly.”
The new franking machines have also helped the
council save time. Previously three separate franking
machines were required to cope with the daily output of
mail but the speed and capability of the Connect+ has
allowed the department to reduce this number to two.
“The new franking machines are almost twice as fast as
our previous models,” says Neil.
As well as all the management of internal and external
mailing, the Document Solutions department also
provides its printing and distribution services to all
of its customers, including those outside of the main
council body, such as local schools. “We have now
started to advertise council events on our external post,
as the new franking machines oﬀer us this capability.
Customers are very impressed with this function as an
alternative route for marketing council led campaigns
SEPTEMBER 2015
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which stands out and is very eﬀective,”
adds Neil, who continues, “We plan to oﬀer
a service in the future that will allow the
schools to have their own logo printed on
the post.”
The colour printing capability of the
machine has changed the way the Council
looks at post. As Neil points out, “Our
previous machines just franked. The new
Connect+ systems can frank and it can
provide colour advertising features which
we could not do before. Now every piece of
outgoing post has the potential to be used
as a marketing tool.”
Organisations procuring through
government frameworks have the peace-ofmind that they are achieving best value.
For those procuring through the Postal
Services framework in particular, they have
the further reassurance that the services
they select will help them integrate physical
and digital environments to improve citizen
services, helping to futureproof services and
drive the digital agenda.

Staﬀ manage an output of between 3,000 to
5,000 mail items per day.”
compromising patient care and quality of
service. In a busy hospital environment
much time is spent locating and reassigning medical resources between
departments and wards. Using innovative
tracking software to manage the movement
of these physical items around a hospital
is fast, eﬀicient and precise. It can also
have a positive impact on the treatment of
patients, as items critical to patient health
can be accurately located. Items which can
be tracked include:
 Medical samples and supplies
 Medicines
 Blood stocks
 High value medical equipment
 Hospital beds
 Hazardous waste collection and disposal
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HOSPITALS

 Conﬁdential waste

Hospital administrators constantly seek
ways to deliver productivity improvements
and operational savings, without

Hospital staﬀ can take receipt of goods and
packages at multiple locations across a
hospital site. Onward delivery to the correct
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recipient or department is assured using
established delivery routing rules. The
status of items can be viewed centrally
irrespective of where they were received
or delivered. This means enquiries can be
ﬁelded within seconds and evidence of
where a delivery was made and who signed
for it are immediately available to expedite
items that have been mislaid.
For valuable medical equipment a unique
asset tracking number is created which,
together with details of the individual or
department/ward taking receipt of the
equipment, aids the management and
control of an asset over its lifetime at the
hospital. Email alerts to recipients are
created, notifying them that a package is en
route and alerts staﬀ of the need for special
handling instructions where appropriate.
Electronic inbound logging helps eliminate
multiple paper-based receiving logs and
the handwritten entry process, resulting in
the speed of internal deliveries increasing
by up to 50 per cent.

Environmental
Technology
Visit our stand 5Q1112 - R113 & 5Q120 - R121

To find out more about why a HSM Baler is more than just a baler, contact us now....
HSM UK Ltd
14 Attwood Road
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Burntwood, Staffordshire
Tel: 01543 272480 - Fax: 01543 272080
www.hsm.eu
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SETON SHARES BEST PRACTICE TO ACHIEVE
AWARD-WINNING CUSTOMER SERVICE
In June 2015
Seton won the
highly acclaimed
European Catalogue
& Mail Order Direct
Commerce (ECMOD)
Outstanding
Customer Service
Award.
Chris Humphrey,
director of sales
and customer
service, believes
that getting close to
the customer is the key to Seton’s success: “We put the customer at the centre
and build everything we do around what they want and need. We listen to
them through regular surveys, Feefo, and ‘Packed with Pride’ feedback slips
in customer orders to understand how we can deliver a customer experience
better than any of our competitors, and actually take action to make that
happen.”
Through Feefo, overall positive feedback scores for 2014 were: 95.1% for
service and 96.4% for products. These high scores contributed to Seton being
awarded ‘Gold Trusted Merchant’ accreditation from Feefo for the last two
years running. Seton was also recently selected to join the Google Certiﬁed
Shop program, only available to e-commerce sites that demonstrate a track
record of on-¬time shipping and excellent customer service.
 www.seton.co.uk
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UNION SECURES STATE OF THE ART HOSPITAL
UNION, part of ASSA ABLOY Security Solutions, a UK division of ASSA ABLOY,
the global leader in door opening solutions, is supplying its keyULTRA system
to the state of the art West Cumberland Hospital.
The hospital is based in Whitehaven, Cumbria and is set to open in October
2015. Facilities will include 261 beds; the majority of which will be in single ensuite rooms, cutting edge equipment including radiology machines and seven
theatres.
UNION’s keyULTRA 6 pin masterkey system, is being installed throughout
the hospital, providing improved key control for NHS security and facilities
managers.
keyULTRA masterkey cylinders possess one of the longest patents in
the market, expiring in 2028. DuraPIN technology protects both the key
and cylinder assembly from illegal duplication, providing the hospital with
complete key control and permitting access to authorised personnel only.
Featuring self-lubricating materials designed to enhance its resistance
to wear and tear,
UNION’s keyULTRA is
ideal for busy hospital
environments and
can help to reduce
maintenance costs,
whilst ensuring the
security product
remains completely
eﬀective over a
sustained period of
time.

 www.assaabloy.co.uk/Security-Solutions
 www.unionkeyultra.co.uk/

UNION SECURES STUDENT ACCOMODATION
UNION, part of ASSA ABLOY Security Solutions, a UK division of ASSA ABLOY,
the global leader in door opening solutions has supplied products to
student accommodation for the Arts University Bournemouth (AUB).
Madeira Road halls of residence opened in 2014 and are conveniently
situated near the town centre and beach. The modern building provides
accommodation for 378 students and complies with the ANUK National
Code for student accommodation, which maintains professional benchmark
standards for student developments.
The residences were ﬁtted throughout with UNION’s Optimus3 72mm
lockcases, providing reliable access to the students’ ﬂats and rooms.
The Optimus3 range is tested as suitable for high frequency use, making
it the ideal choice for the heavy demands of student accommodation.
Fully tested to BS EN 12209 and CE Marked, the Optimus3 range from
UNION has been assessed by Certiﬁre for use on 30 and 60-minute ﬁre
doors. The escape
lock, supplied
with a split
spindle is tested
to EN179, making
it suitable for use
on emergency
escape route
doors when used
with the 1000
series return
to door lever
furniture.
 www.assaabloy.co.uk/Security-Solutions

PROFESSIONAL DIMMING WITHOUT REWIRING
- SIMPLE LIGHTING UPGRADES WITH
READY2MAINS
Tridonic’s recently introduced
ready2mains technology, which
enables data to be transmitted
in digital form via the existing
mains now has the added
advantage of allowing dimming.
Dimming commands can be
easily transmitted and executed
without the need for expensive
rewiring. Conventional nondimmable lighting can now be
replaced easily and cost-eﬀectively with state-of-the-art dimmable LED lighting.
“As LED technology becomes more and more widespread there are
increasing opportunities for creating ﬂexible application-oriented lighting
systems in all areas, including everything from workshops and oﬀices to
museums and shops. Up to now, replacing a lighting system took a great deal
of time to complete the rewiring and therefore involved high costs,” said Martin
Thompson, Technical Services Manager at Tridonic. He continued; “We can
now oﬀer a simple cost-eﬀicient solution for upgrading lighting systems in the
form of ready2mains technology. All that is required is to remove the existing
conventional luminaires and install new dimmable LED luminaires.”
With ready2mains, luminaires can be dimmed directly via the mains.
Upgrading an existing non-dimmable lighting system to the latest dimmable
LED generation is now much easier and more cost-eﬀective than ever before.
 www.tridonic.com
 richard.strode@tridonic.com
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DISPOSABLES UK

SPONSORED FEATURE

DISPOSABLES UK LEADS THE WAY WITH SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability has long been the hot topic in the paper disposables industry, and over the last few years many
manufacturers have ‘gone green’ in an attempt to counteract any negative impact on the environment. As an industry
that relies on natural resources in the production process, it is fundamental that we take a responsible approach to
safeguard the environment and ensure we act as ethically as possible.

C

ustomers nowadays take it for granted that
products are ‘green’ and are looking for the
whole package in terms of products that can really
go the distance, delivering cost savings and waste
reduction. It’s not enough for items simply to be
made from recycled materials, customers want
products that promote a healthy living experience,
enhance the workplace environment and help to
sustain valuable natural resources.
Here at Disposables UK, we have developed all our
Bay West products with sustainability at the forefront
of their design. Not only do we oﬀer 100% recycled
materials; our Bay West systems also oﬀer controlleduse dispensing to promote source reduction and
discourage paper waste by controlling the amount of
towelling dispensed at each use for an eﬀective and
eﬀicient dry.

Our latest Bay West innovation, the Alliance
Dispenser, signiﬁcantly reduces paper waste through
its unique technology and design. The Alliance
accommodates two full rolls of towels, reducing end of
roll wastage and the innovative Wave ‘n’ Dry technology
automatically transfers to the second roll when the ﬁrst
is completely depleted, keeping high-traﬀic areas up
and running.
Our commitment to sustainability and green practices
led Disposables UK to become the ﬁrst company in
the UK away from home industry to be awarded the
Eco-Label for our Bay West range of hand towels,
toilet tissue rolls and Eco-foam soap, making our Bay
West range oﬀicially ‘green washroom’ products, and
as a business are wholly committed to ensuring our
products and practices are as green as possible to
safeguard our environment for future generations.

For further information please contact Disposables UK on +44 (0) 1484 854434,
email: info@disposablesukgroup.co.uk or visit: www.disposablesukgroup.co.uk

K
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12 OCTOBER, LONDON

Join us to celebrate the best in FM
Tickets and tables are available for the BIFM Awards ceremony
taking place on 12 October at The Grosvenor House Hotel, London

SPONSORS

The BIFM Awards is a must-attend event for anyone in, or
interested in, facilities management. Attracting over 1,350
professionals, the black tie event is a highlight of the FM calendar.
Alongside acknowledging the best in the FM industry, the event
also encompasses networking, celebration and fun.

THE 2014 CEREMONY SOLD OUT,
SO EARLY BOOKING IS A MUST.
www.bifmawards.org/the-ceremony

awards@bifm.org.uk
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PRESTIGIOUS LONDON RIVERSIDE OFFICES
USES KERAFLO’S TANKTRONIC TO HELP
ENSURE SAFE AND HEALTHY WATER

CRANE MERCHANDISING SYSTEMS
ANNOUNCES GILLIAN WHITE AS VPGM FOR
COFFEE AND SITE LEAD FOR EUROPE

The Carmelite Riverside, headquarters of publisher Hachette has installed the
very latest in tank technology to manage its provision of potable (drinking)
water.
Situated on London’s Victoria Embankment it is provided with cold water
from the rising main via a basement tank. The issue was how to ensure water
remained fresh and healthy. And that the tank did not become “static.”
Sub-contractors Imtech Group turned to Keraﬂo who decided to install
Tanktronic, an electronic tank
management system which provides
a complete solution to monitoring
water levels and temperature, as well
as managing and controlling tank
ﬁlling.
Having been launched three years
ago, Tanktronic is already installed in
many prominent buildings includeing
The O2 Arena in London.
Dean Francis, commissioning
manager at Carmelite Riverside, says:
“We’re very happy with Tanktronic.
It’s given us a high level of control,
ensuring among other things that
water in the tank is regularly turned
over to keep supplies healthy.

Crane Merchandising Systems has named Gillian White as vice president
general manager for coﬀee and site lead for Europe, reporting directly to
Alan Hollis who was himself promoted to president by the leading vending
solutions provider earlier this year.
A senior industry player in Europe, Gillian will now be responsible for
Crane’s global coﬀee business strategy, new product development and more.
President of Crane
Merchandising Systems, Alan
Hollis comments: “We’re
delighted to welcome Gillian
on board. Her credentials
are exemplary and it is a real
coup to have her as part of
the team.”
Gillian adds: “It’s a pleasure
to join the team and I will
be working hard, in the
months to come, to maximise
operational eﬀectiveness of
the European business.”
Earlier this year, Crane was
named supplier of the year
for 2014 by national vending
operators buying group, NIVO.

 www.keraflo.co.uk

 www.cranems.co.uk

 0118 921 9920

 info@keraflo.co.uk

CONEX BÄNNINGER LAUNCHES NEW RANGE OF
INDUSTRIAL AND SPECIFICATION VALVES
Conex Bänninger launches
new range of industrial and
speciﬁcation valves
Conex Bänninger, an
IBP Group company has
this month announced the
launch of a new range of
industrial and speciﬁcation
valves. This builds on the
company’s already extensive
product portfolio and
enhances its reputation
within the commercial
marketplace as a quality
ﬁtting and valves solutions provider.
The introduction of Conex Bänninger’s larger industrial product range
falls in line with the company’s long term plans to build on its market share
and product portfolio in the commercial and industrial markets. This adds
depth to its current range of ﬁttings and accessories, providing a high
quality choice of ﬂow control and ﬁlter strainer solutions for use in water
systems.
Manufactured from resilient, ductile and cast iron materials, the Conex
Bänninger industrial products are speciﬁcally manufactured to withstand
heavy use and built to meet all appropriate industry standards and
requirements, including the addition of a bronze static balancing valve,
which balances ﬂow rates throughout the system.
 www.conexbanninger.com
 0121 557 2831
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MASSIVE LEAP
FOR OCS IN
2015 SUNDAY
TIMES HSBC
INTERNATIONAL
TRACK 200
International total facilities
management provider
OCS, is ranked at 149 in this
year’s Sunday Times HSBC
International Track 200 of
Britain’s private companies with
the biggest growing overseas
sales. The company has made a
signiﬁcant climb, rising by almost 50 places, from last year’s 198th position.
Britain’s mid-market private companies with the fastest-growing
international sales were revealed in the sixth annual Sunday Times HSBC
International Track 200 on 12 July 2015. The league table ranks the 200
companies according to growth in international sales over the last two years
of available data.
OCS CEO Chris Cracknell commented: “This is another excellent
achievement for OCS. It is testament to our international businesses which
continues to support the Group’s growth strategy. This also complements
The Queen’s Award for Enterprise that was awarded to OCS for International
Trade earlier this year.”
 www.ocs.co.uk

DON’T GAMBLE WITH YOUR
FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT!
If you are responsible for a business
premises, the law requires that you
have a fire risk assessment.
To find competent providers, you need BAFE.
Under the provisions of the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005, the Duty Holder or Responsible
Person for a building is required to make a Fire
Risk Assessment to clarify the fire precautions
necessary to ensure the safety of staff, customers
and property.

info@bafe.org.uk
0844 335 0897

At present there are no adequate means to ensure
the competence and reliability of a company
commissioned to carry this out.
BAFE scheme ‘Life Safety Fire Risk Assessment
SP205’ has been developed specifically to address
this situation, and will provide reassurance to the
Responsible Person that they are doing everything
possible to meet their obligations.

Don’t leave everything to chance.
Make sure that your suppliers are
registered with BAFE.

WWW.BAFE.ORG.UK
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AM SUPPORT SERVICES APPOINTS NEW
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR
Ashley Kirk joins the growing facilities management ﬁrm
AM Support Services has appointed Ashley Kirk as its new business
development director. Ashley has several years experience in the FM industry
in a sales and business development role and also ran his own sales and
marketing company.
In his new role, Ashley will be responsible for creating a new sales strategy,
developing a sales team and ﬁnding new market sectors for AMSS’ range of FM
services.
He explains: “I had been aware
of AMSS for quite a while. In fact in
previous roles I found I was often up
against them in a competitive pitch
situation and was always impressed
by the professional manner in which
they conducted themselves.
“I think there’s enormous scope
for FM companies who believe the
building of relationships with clients is
of paramount importance. Once you
have the trust of your client, there’s
enormous scope to oﬀer additional
services. It’s more convenient for the
client to have a single point of contact
for all outsourced services, and more
cost eﬀicient.”

 www.amsupportservices.com

 0845 3006671

TWYFORD
LAUNCHES A
BRAND NEW
SPECIFICATION
MANUAL
Twyford has launched a
brand new Speciﬁcation
Manual that provides an
easy reference guide to
the entire Twyford product
portfolio. It supercedes
the previous Commercial Guide. Hard copies are available on request and a
digital version can be downloaded online from www.twyfordbathrooms.com
which will be available from September 1st.
Newly re-designed around the company’s vibrant identity, the 450 page
guide is a neat A5 size making it ideal to have at hand on the desk, or to carry
around.
The manual lists products by categories, with each page containing full
technical details, associated products and unique features of the product. Each
product is also categorised by simple visual logos helping the user to specify it
for healthcare, commercial, less able, education, hotels and residential uses.
The guide complements Twyford’s Specmasteronline, the company’s
online speciﬁcation tool for architects, designers, speciﬁers and contractors.
It is the only speciﬁcation tool to allow its speciﬁcations to be imported into
a fuller project spec in either NBS Create or NBS Building. Log onto www.
specmasteronline.com.
 www.twyfordbathrooms.com

 01270 879777

 info@amsupportservices.com

READING UNI CREATES NEW COMFORT
ZONEFOR STUDENTS WITH DESIGN &
CONTRACT
FURNITURE
Reading University
Students’ Union
(RUSU) has worked
with bespoke
furniture suppliers,
Design & Contract
Furniture to
modernise the
recently completed
expansion of two of the university’s social hotspots.
Located at the Whiteknights campus, the largest of the university’s three
sites, the Maluco Lounge has joined the RUSU Mojo’s Bar and Mondial Café to
increase capacity by 30% as part of a two year redevelopment programme for
the students’ union.
The expansion of the building has increased the capacity to 1000
which required additional seating and tables from Design & Contracts to
accommodate the larger crowds.
Richard Lines, Business Development Manager at RUSU commented,
“Design & Contract Furniture is deﬁnitely our preferred supplier when it comes
to requiring new furniture. Having used many of their products before, we are
conﬁdent with the quality and reliability of their furniture which secured our
decision to approach them for the expansion of our students’ union.”

 www.designcontracts.com
 sales@designcontracts.com
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SAVILLE’S SMART ROOM SOLUTIONS FOR
GOVERNMENT AGENCY
Systems integrator Saville Audio Visual has completed a contract to supply and
install SMART Lync Room solutions at three regional oﬀices for The Homes and
Communities Agency (HCA).
Saville regional technical manager, John Andrews said: “We worked with
HCA last year when they were looking at new solutions for multi-location Lync
meetings. We discussed the SMART SRS Systems with them and they opted for
a Proof of Concept pilot scheme, so we installed a system in their Gateshead
Oﬀice for them to try.”
“The SMART Room System combines touch-enabled display screens,
HD video camera, microphones and speakers with Microsoft Lync software.
It enables high resolution video, audio and data collaboration, for a fully
interactive, face-to-face meeting experience including users anywhere on their
own devices.”
Amanda Staincliﬀe, Head of IT Service Delivery at the Homes and
Communities Agency said: “The business requirement was to improve the
meeting room
experience for
users taking part in
Lync meetings. We
evaluated a number
of products and
following a pilot,
determined that the
SMART Lync Room
System met our
criteria.”
 www.saville-av.com

environmental services
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FULL SPEED AHEAD FOR HVAC 2015
WITH AIRFLOW

PROPELAIR HIGH-PERFORMANCE TOILETS
HELP CORNWALL CUT WASTE

UK Construction
Week is pleased
to announce
that leading
ventilation solutions
manufacturer Airﬂow
Developments has
signed up to exhibit
at HVAC 2015, one
of the nine shows
taking place at the
event this October.
Experts in fan
design and air ﬂow management since 1955, Airﬂow Developments will
be showcasing its latest innovations including its Duplexvent Commercial
Ventilation with Heat Recovery Units commercial buildings such as oﬀices,
retail and leisure centres as well as schools and colleges.
John Kelly, Marketing Manager at Airﬂow Developments Ltd, commented:
“Airﬂow is pleased to support HVAC 2015. We are therefore very much looking
forward to the new opportunities HVAC 2015 has to oﬀer.”
HVAC 2015 is one of nine that make up UK Construction Week, taking place
at the Birmingham NEC from 6 – 11 October.
Richard Morey, Group Events Director at Media 10, added: “Our aim for HVAC
2015 is to create a valuable resource to professionals looking to develop their
expertise and network with peers to facilitate future growth.”

Propelair® has installed two toilets
at Cornwall Sustainable Building
Trust’s Green Build Hub, a ‘living
laboratory’ of eco-build products.
Located at the Eden Project,
the hub will deliver objective
performance data and training
programmes.
Fully accredited Propelair
exceeds all key environmental
standards, producing a powerful,
high-performance ﬂush using 1.5
litres of water compared to an
average nine, using 84% less water
and cutting water bills by up to
60%.
Requiring a fraction of the
energy usually needed for water
and waste processing, Propelair
cuts carbon footprint by an average 80%. The ultra-eﬀicient air ﬂush reduces
the spread of germs by 95%, promoting better health for users among the
company’s growing list of customers in government, banking and education.
Garry Moore, CEO of Propelair, said: “Water conservation is one of the issues
of our time and sustainability is at the heart of everything we do.”
Several organisations and individuals have contributed to creating the
Green Build Hub (http://csbt.org.uk/projects/gbh/collaborators).

 www.airflow.com

 www.propelair.com

TC SECURITY SERVICES
– POSITION IN TOP 2%
PROVIDERS RETAINED

ADVANCED PROVIDES NEW FIRE SYSTEM
SIMULATOR TO LEADING LONDON AIRPORT

TC Security Services, part of TC
Facilities Management (TCFM), are
celebrating an ACS score of 163,
awarded to them in their annual
July audit. Not only have they retained their position in the Top 2% of the
SIA listed companies within the Approved Contractor Scheme but they have
also increased their overall score from last year’s 160.
Good practices highlighted by the auditors included:
• Encouraging and providing access to e-learning facilities for all staﬀ.
• The regularly testing of emergency and contingency plans for continuing
assessment of eﬀectiveness.
• Recognising oﬀicers’ achievements through the company’s ‘Everyday
Thank You’ scheme which was also publicised in the company newsletter
“Eclipse”.
Also mentioned by the Auditors was that staﬀ were very aware of the
impact of good service delivery along with the high level of satisfaction by
customers.
Richard Chappell, CEO of TC Facilities Management added, “The excellent
SIA audit performance by TC Security Services is a total endorsement of the
business. All our staﬀ within the business display constantly a total focus,
professionalism and commitment to their clients both present and future.”

 www.tcfm.co.uk
 fiona.ellingham@tcfm.co.uk
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London City Airport has recently opened a new simulation training room,
mirroring its ﬁre system which features panels from leading manufacturer,
Advanced.
The airport complex is already protected by Advanced MxPro panels and
the new training room will allow staﬀ to learn their use and explore various
scenarios in a controlled and isolated environment.
The training room incorporates a two loop MxPro 4 panel and graphic
package that will allow the staﬀ to receive necessary training in the use
of the airport systems. MxPro panels were originally selected due to their
reputation for outstanding quality, reliability and ease of use.
Robin Kemp, Advanced’s sales manager for the south east region,
commented:
“With Advanced
panels already
installed in
London City
Airport, the
addition of the
training room
and the MxPro 4
panel for training
purposes allows
staﬀ at the airport
to be trained in
the latest aspects
of ﬁre safety.”
 www.advancedco.com

FMJ.CO.UK

FASSET PROJECTS APPOINTS NEW BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER TO SPECIALIST
TEAM
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EU BIOCIDAL PRODUCT REGULATIONS SET TO HAVE
MAJOR IMPACT ON CLEANING INDUSTRIES

Mitch Avis, Head of Fasset
Projects, is delighted to
welcome Barry Couzens
as their new Business
Development Manager
as they look to grow
their portfolio, improve
brand awareness and gain
increased market share.
Fasset Projects are
developing and expanding
these skills and capabilities
beyond this arena and with Barry’s involvement will be looking at
opportunities in a much wider range of markets.
Barry comments on his new role:
“I am really pleased to become part of the Fasset Projects team at this
exciting time. Fasset is a highly respected and credible company who have
built up an impressive client portfolio through trust, respect, quality and
attention to detail.”
Mitch remarks:
“I’m conﬁdent Barry’s capability, track record and enthusiasm will help
deliver the goals we have set for this division of Fasset. I look forward to
seeing new relationships emerge and continue the sustainability of our
Projects business”

LEADING bioscience company Genesis Biosciences has welcomed new EU
Biocidal Products Regulations changes and is urging businesses to be aware of
the impact of those changes on their supply chains.
A number of new provisions are set to be implemented, including the
introduction of an approved suppliers list. From September 1, only biocidal
products containing active substances supplied by an approved supplier on
the list can be legally placed on the EU market.
Speaking about the changes, Phil Caunt, research and development
specialist at Genesis Biosciences said: “The introduction of an approved
suppliers list is an important step to improving the current European Biocidal
Products Regulations. The changes will create a more transparent market, and
will also ensure stricter regulation of biocidal products.
Under the BPR (EU no. 528/2012), 22 types of biocide product types will be
grouped into four groups:
1. Disinfectants
2. Preservative
3. Pest Control
4. ‘Other’ biocidal products
Biocidal products are used in a
number of markets including the facilities
management industry, the aquaculture
and waste-water treatment industry, and
by retail manufacturers.
Companies who purchase biocidal products and technologies must ensure
that they purchase their products from suppliers from the approved suppliers
list after September 1, or will breach EU regulations.

 www.fasset.co.uk

 www.genesisbiosciences.co.uk

SELF CLOSING SAFETY GATES PROVIDES
ROOF EDGE PROTECTION

CLARENCE HYMAN OF CORPS SECURITY
TAKES NATIONAL TITLE AT THE BSIA SECURITY
PERSONNEL AWARDS 2015

Safesite, a supplier of fall protection solutions, has introduced Kee Gate,
a range of self-closing safety gates as part of its product portfolio which
provides workers with a safety solution when working at height.
Designed to work both externally and internally and on ladders, roof
hatches, walkways, with edge protection and plant machinery, Kee Gate
ensures maintenance and inspection staﬀ can fulﬁll their job, follow best
practices and comply with current safety standards, without putting their
safety at risk. Kee Gates are spring loaded so can automatically close
behind the user, providing an added level of security and overcoming the
potential for human error. This type of system is the preferred solution to
chains, bars or sliding tubes, as these traditional forms of protection can
lead to a hazardous void, when used incorrectly.
Kee Gate is
compliant with the
requirements of EN
13374 Class A, EN ISO
14122 Part 3 & Part 4
and is CE marked to EN
1090. The system has
undergone extensive
testing to ensure total
reliability of the gates.

 www.safesite.co.uk

 029 2079 1185

Corps Security, the leading provider of
specialist security solutions, is celebrating
after one of its oﬀicers, 35 year-old Clarence
Hyman, was named as a winner at the
British Security Industry Association’s (BSIA)
National Security Personnel Awards 2015.
The Security Personnel Awards mark the
achievements and contributions made by
those working in the UK’s private security
industry.
Clarence, who lives in South East
London, joined Corps Security in 2013
after working in the construction industry,
and has made an overwhelmingly positive
impression amongst colleagues and customers alike. He has been noted for
his ability to consistently deliver an outstanding level of customer service and
raise the performance of others he works alongside.
Peter Webster, Corps Security’s chief executive, stated, ‘We pride ourselves
on employing people of the highest calibre in order to provide our customers
with the best possible standards of service. Since joining us Clarence has
performed his duties with a level of professionalism, skill and dedication that
serves as a benchmark for others in the industry. He fully deserves the BSIA
National Security Personnel Award for Best Newcomer and I wish him all the
best for rest of his career.’
 www.corpssecurity.co.uk

 0800 0286 303

 info@corpssecurity.co.uk
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KNAUF’S ARTFUL EXPERTISE SPEEDS
MERSEYSIDE COLLEGE BUILD

GYPSUM INDUSTRY FIRST AS KNAUF
ACHIEVES CARBON TRUST STANDARD

Technical support and acoustic expertise from Knauf has enabled architects
BDP and contractor Vinci to deliver a school that provides an exciting mix of
learning environments and social spaces despite being built to a tight budget.
St John Bosco Arts College is a new build secondary 1,100 place Catholic
girls’ school in Croxteth, Liverpool. Acoustically, the challenge was to provide
learning environments and social spaces within a 91m x 55m three storey
single span column free environment that is focused on an open space at the
centre of the school.
The aim was to combine value engineering with simplicity, streamlining the
design so that the number of wall and ceiling types is kept to a minimum.
Knauf has developed a range of proven systems that meet the speciﬁc
design challenges for walls,
ceilings and ﬂoors set
by schools and colleges,
which mainly concern the
acoustic characteristics,
ﬁre performance and
durability of materials. Its
Project and Speciﬁcation
team is well versed in the
design requirements of
education projects and
can provide hands-on
support and advice
throughout on larger
projects.

The Carbon Trust has
awarded Knauf UK the
Carbon Trust Standard for
Carbon in recognition of its
success in reducing its carbon
emissions. The Carbon
Trust is the world’s leading
independent certiﬁcation
organisation and the award is
a step forward for the gypsum
industry as a whole.
“We’re particularly proud
to have achieved the Carbon
Trust Standard because
it reﬂects the company’s
commitment to sustainability
throughout its operations,”
says Lorna Stork, Knauf’s sustainability manager. “We manufacture products
that are energy-intensive to produce so this achievement not only owes a lot
to improvements at factory level but also shows that we believe in managing
carbon and energy use in other areas.”
Darran Messem, managing director of certiﬁcation at the Carbon Trust
commented, “Knauf’s attitude towards carbon reduction is commendable and
the company’s eﬀorts have led to a signiﬁcant reduction of over ﬁve per cent
reduction. The company is an example of what can be achieved going beyond
business-as-usual and innovating to improve your environmental impact.”

 www.knauf.co.uk

 www.knauf.co.uk

 01795 424 499

 01795 424 499

AIRIUS SHOWCASES ITS AWARD WINNING
DESTRATIFICATION RANGE
‘Thermal de-stratiﬁcation’ – It may be a term
you have become familiar with in recent years
due to its energy saving potential, but did you
know that “thermal stratiﬁcation is still the
single biggest waste of energy in buildings
today,” according to DTE Energy. Airius Europe
Ltd are specialists in thermal destratiﬁcation
and have been helping businesses reduce their
energy bills and carbon emissions by up to 50%
and in some cases more since 2006.
With energy and CO2 legislation constantly
coming into eﬀect, such as the UK’s recent ESOS
Scheme, the Airius range of destratiﬁcation fans
which re-circulate hot air that rises to the roof/
ceiling of a room or building in order to reduce
heating costs and CO2, have become even more a
necessity.
Airius will once again be showcasing its award
winning destratiﬁcation systems at the Energy
Event, one of Europe’s largest exhibitions focused
solely on energy procurement, management, and
eﬀiciency. The Energy Event will be held at The NEC

in Birmingham on the 15th
and 16th of September 2015.
So who is using this
technology and is it working
for them? Impress Metal
manufacturing, now part
of the Ardagh group,
made a £62,351 saving
during the ﬁrst 3 months
following installation of
the Airius system. Lush
Cosmetics reported a ROI
of 26 days at their Poole
factory in Dorset. Morrisons
supermarkets turned to
Airius to resolve the problem of having too-chilly
food aisles alongside too-warm household aisles
and at the Genentech temperature-controlled
pharmaceutical warehouse in Louisville, Kentucky,
a major commercial disaster was averted after the
US Food and Drug Administration found their high
level warehouse racking was too warm to be ﬁt for

 www.airius.co.uk
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purpose. Airius destratiﬁcation fans resolved these
issues within days.
A combination of innovative and continual R&D
along with the use if the highest quality materials
and motors enables Airius fans to achieve great
results whilst requiring very minimal power usage
making it very energy eﬀicient.

 Airflow@airius.co.uk
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ADVANCED CHOSEN TO PROTECT LANDMARK
HQ BUILDING
Global ﬁre systems manufacturer
Advanced has been selected
to protect the new global
headquarters of Landmark Group
in Dubai.
Founded in 1973 in Bahrain,
the Landmark Group has grown
into one of the largest retail
organisations in the Middle East,
Africa and Indian Subcontinent,
operating over 1,900 outlets
encompassing over 24 million
square feet.
Located on Dubai Marina,
overlooking Sheikh Zayed Road,
the ﬂagship corporate HQ will
boast 10 ﬂoors for parking, 19
ﬂoors for oﬀices, an elevated glass boardroom on the 20th ﬂoor and 12
high-speed elevators. The consultant for this project is Arch Group.
Steve Carroll, Advanced’s general manager for the Middle East, Asia and
the Paciﬁc, said: “Advanced is renowned for providing the best ﬁre systems
in the business and a project such as the Landmark Group HQ is an excellent
opportunity to showcase what we can oﬀer. The Axis panels that will be
installed are reliable and intuitive, while also oﬀer oﬀering the ﬂexibility to
be upgraded and expanded in the future.”
A total of 4,500 devices will be installed in the new building.

HONEYWELL DIGITAL VIDEO MANAGER HELPS
IMPROVE OPERATOR EFFICIENCY AND MITIGATE
BUSINESS RISK
Honeywell has announced enhancements to Honeywell Digital Video Manager
(DVM). The latest release, DVM R600, will enable organisations to more
eﬀiciently manage their security system with enhanced mobile capabilities and
voice command, and mitigate business risk via support for current IT platforms.
Major updates to DVM include enhanced system access and usability,
which are designed to improve operator eﬀiciency and reaction time. Security
personnel can now access high-deﬁnition, full-frame-rate video on a mobile
device, for example, enabling continuous monitoring from almost any location.
Operators can also control DVM using voice commands to more easily manage
multiple video feeds and request near-real-time system updates.
“Every second is important to an organisation when an incident occurs
and security staﬀ must take immediate action if there is a threat,” said John
Rajchert, president of Honeywell Building Solutions. “The latest update to DVM
helps operators quickly
identify and react to an
issue to help mitigate
the impact to safety and
business continuity — no
matter if they are in front
of a central workstation or
on the opposite side of a
campus, connected with a
smartphone.”

 www.buildingsolutions.honeywell.com

 www.advancedco.com

 www.honeywell.com

WHIFFAWAY GROUP’S WATERLESS URINAL
TECHNOLOGY – A GROWING SUCCESS

IN AT THE DEEP END FOR CARBON8 LIGHTING

Water conservation is a priority for every organisation. 100% water-free
urinals oﬀer an opportunity to achieve signiﬁcant water and monetary
savings. From a carbon footprint perspective, the latest independent data
reveal that 1.2 Kw/h of energy and 0.7Kg of CO2 is saved per 1m3 of mains
water.
The history of waterless urinal technology has been challenging.
Firstly, the technology available had limitations. Secondly, installation
and maintenance practises were
not ﬁt-for-purpose. WhiﬀAway has
evolved technology to overcome these
problems and the latest generation
‘Water Warrior’ technology is tried and
tested in over 60,000 urinals across 17
countries.
Since 1990, WhiﬀAway Group has
been a market leader in waterless
urinal technology. Organisations
including RBS, The Cabinet Oﬀices,
M&S and Centrica have converted
to 100% water-free urinals with
WhiﬀAway.
Waterless urinals oﬀer a signiﬁcant
saving opportunity with an excellent
ROI. Now is the time to review this
opportunity and contact WhiﬀAway to
request advice and recommendations.

A replacement of
ﬂuorescent lighting to
80W High Performance
LED Floodlights supplied
by industry experts
Carbon8Lighting has
signiﬁcantly increased
light levels and
enhanced the ambience
of an indoor swimming
pool at St Catherines
School in Twickenham,
Middlesex.
“The swimming pool
complex was originally lit with dull, harsh ﬂuorescent lighting which required
regular maintenance” commented installer David Hogben of Sky Electrical,
Twickenham. “Another issue we had to consider was chlorine which can cause
extensive damage to any light ﬁttings and we have found previously that some
ﬁttings can start to fail within six months” he continued.
After initial assessment of the swimming pool area by Sky Electrical, followed
up with a light simulation report, using Dialux software, Sky Electrical was able
to show that the Carbon8Lighting LED Floodlights would provide a good even
light and colour temperature which would enhance the ambience of the pool
complex.
The Carbon8Lighting High Performance range is not just about lighting
performance but also about robustness. A combination of specialist powder
coating and high grade stainless steel ensure that the ﬁttings will last even in
the harshest conditions.

 whiffaway.co.uk

 www.carbon8lighting.co.uk

 info@whiffaway.co.uk

 01494 512 959

 01256 300031

 sales@carbon8lighting.co.uk
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NEW COMMUNITY CINEMA PROTECTED BY
FIRE-CRYER VOICE SOUNDERS

AQUA CURE LAUNCH WATER FILTRATION
PRODUCT CATALOGUE

The former St Thomas More Community Centre in East Dulwich, London is
home to a new three-screen cinema with a café-bar and a courtyard garden.
Refurbished in 2015, East Dulwich Picturehouse & Café is equipped with the
latest digital and satellite technology. As part of the refurbishment project a
new ﬁre alarm system was installed, together with Vimpex’s EN 54-3 approved
Multi-Message Fire-Cryer Plus Voice Sounders to ensure timely building
evacuation in the event of ﬁre. The ﬁre alarm system was designed and
commissioned by Southern Fire Alarms Ltd in partnership with consultants LTS
International and installed by D.W. Electrical.
A total of 35 Mini Fire-Cryer slimline base sounders were installed under
ceiling mounted ﬁre detectors in all parts of the building. A two-stage alarm
strategy was deployed - stage one alerts staﬀ using ﬂashing beacons and
then after a 3 minute
investigation delay stage
2 initiates a full building
evacuation aided by the
Fire-Cryers with fully
synchronised messages.
Each voice sounder
can be programmed
with up to 7 messages,
many of which are multilingual, ensuring that any
site requirement can be
fulﬁlled.

Aqua Cure Ltd has launched a new trade catalogue detailing their wide range
of water ﬁltration solutions and ancillary products.
Although majoring in high quality water ﬁltration for water dispenser,
cooler, coﬀee and vending markets, the catalogue also features ultra violet
sterilisers, water softeners, a wide variety of install valve options, pressure
and leak control as well as a
number of sanitiser products
(internal water line and external
surfaces).
Top brands such as Pentair
Everpure (for which Aqua Cure
are master UK distributor),
Doulton, BanHard CTU and
Honeywell abound alongside
Aqua Cure’s many own-brand
products such as their Hydro+
inline water ﬁlters and award
winning Aqua Dosa sanitiser.
Aqua Cure consider
themselves experts in water
treatment so whether your
issue is with scale, sediment,
bacteria or just excess chlorine,
give the experts a call. As they
say at Aqua Cure, “we are the
technical department.”

 www.vimpex.co.uk

 www.aquacure.co.uk

 01704 516916

 technical@aquacure.co.uk

FLOWPLANT ACCESSORIES FOR EFFICIENT, SAFE
DRAIN JETTING

MAR HAS MUCH TO CELEBRATE!

Jetter manufacturer Flowplant, has published the latest edition of its
Drain Cleaning Accessories Catalogue, featuring the new range of Enz high
eﬀiciency nozzles, with an explanatory article outlining the productivity
beneﬁts of these state of the art drain jets. Flowplant’s clients are now able
to see a selection of these nozzles in action in video clips on its website
www.ﬂowplant.co.uk.
In addition to Enz jetting nozzles, the updated and expanded Flowplant
Accessories brochure includes many other new lines that help to increase
the eﬀiciency, productivity and safety of jetter operation:
• Aquaspin
• Safety Leader Hose
• Mini Jet Kits
• Tiger Tails
• P&A Gun Spinning Nozzle
All the products include speciﬁcation
details and part numbers to aid the ordering
process; however, the Flowplant Technical
Team is always on hand to assist with
enquiries and advice to ensure the correct
and most relevant part is selected for each
client’s speciﬁc jetter model.
Flowplant’s Drain Cleaning Accessories
Catalogue is available to download from the
company’s website.

Facilities service provider MAR Services is in a celebratory mood as it marks
its 30th birthday. The celebrations coincided with the achievement of an
outstanding 107 point score in the most recent SIA Approved Contractor
Scheme placing them in the top 5% of UK Security providers. For MAR
Services, it was just one more reason to pull out the party hats and make
merry.
Andrew Rigg, managing director said, “MAR Services are proud and
delighted to be celebrating 30 years in business. We would never have got
here without the hard work and dedication of all our staﬀ who deliver our
services day in, day out.
“We have grown from small beginnings to a company employing over 550
staﬀ. Our unique culture and values are intrinsic to the business and enables
us go that extra mile for our clients, delivering consistently high quality
support services with Pride, Passion and Integrity”
MAR Services
provide businesses
with tailored support
services custom
built to suit the
individual needs of
every client. From
cleaning, security
and buildings
maintenance to
waste management,
recycling and
grounds upkeep.

 www.flowplant.co.uk

 www.marservices.co.uk

 info@flowplant.co.uk
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BLOG/CHARITY 
COMPASS GROUP UK & IRELAND’S HEALTHCARE SECTOR
PARTNERS WITH ALZHEIMER’S SOCIETY
Compass Group have committed to raising £50k over the next year. The new partnership
will not only see them work together to generate income for the charity, but also
implementing the ‘Dementia Friends’ programme to raise awareness and educate
Compass colleagues on the disease and how best to deal with it.
The team kicked oﬀ their fundraising eﬀorts on 10th August, with team members being
encouraged to “Go Blue For Alzheimer’s” - dressing in blue for a £2 donation. There will
also be support for the 20 oﬀicial Alzheimer’s Society memory walks across the UK, being
held in September and October. Healthcare teams are also gearing up to support the
fourth global World Alzheimer’s Month and World Alzheimer’s Day on 21st September,
with additional activities and events.
The funds raised through these initiatives will be ploughed back into the charity and
in particular will be channeled into researching the link between food and dementia.
The research will focus on ‘dysphagia’ - diﬀiculties in eating, drinking and swallowing in
people living with dementia in the residential care setting. The study will aim to make vital
steps into understanding this problem, but also make recommendations so that people
with dementia and dysphagia can receive better care and improve their enjoyment of
eating and drinking.
The partnership will also see Compass’ healthcare colleagues beneﬁt from Alzheimer’s
Society’s pioneering Dementia Friends programme. It aims to transform the way the
nation thinks, acts and talks about the disease and last month reached a staggering one
million people across the UK. The initiative oﬀers practical support and training on how
to deal with the disease in the workplace, but also in society generally. Well over 500
Compass healthcare colleagues have engaged with the programme including colleagues
from Watford, St Albans and Hemel Hempstead hospitals.

MITIE HELPS SEVEN YEAR
OLD GO HOME
Luke, from Preston, has led a life less than ordinary in his
seven short years. Unlike most children his age, Luke has
faced adversity his entire life, dealing with some of the most
severe clinical complexities imaginable. In fact, Luke is the
most complex case of his kind in the UK who is cared for
at home.
Getting Luke home from hospital has been a lifelong struggle
for him and his family. Luke is one of twins who were born
with complex clinical problems. He has spina biﬁda, which
has severely impaired his mental and physical condition. This
has worsened over time and he was sadly recently diagnosed
as terminal.
Over the course of his life, a number of care companies have
attempted to bring Luke home, but until now all have been
unsuccessful. Nobody thought it would be possible for Luke to
receive care in his own home.
However, in February 2013, Mitie’s complex healthcare
provider, The Complete Group, began working with Luke
with this sole aim in mind. Against all odds, in January 2015
Luke was ﬁnally told he would be able to go home, with The
Complete Group providing round-the-clock care.
From October, Luke will go home for good – to the delight of
his family and the team of nurses and personal care assistants.

WHY DO CLIENTS BUY SERVICES FROM FM COMPANIES?
Recently I attended one of those inspirational days that happens all too
rarely. I wasn’t at a TED convention, a CBI event, or even the Davos Forum,
but our own sales and marketing conference, to which we invited some very
influential external speakers.
Peter Docker, formerly an RAF Group Captain, captivated the entire
audience talking about the ‘Power of Why’. He described the ‘magic circle’
model, which illustrates how we approach business tasks from the outside in,
looking firstly at ‘What are we going to do?’ followed by ‘How will we do it?’,
but rarely starting with ‘Why are we doing this?’
He showed how inspirational leaders like Richard Branson, Steve Jobs and
Anita Roddick challenge established thinking by not taking that approach,
but by starting at the inner core of ‘why’. As he showed, by thinking about the
motivations and perceptions that drive decisions, you soon realise that rather
than keep repeating the same path, a totally new approach can yield the kind
of success those people have created both for themselves, their customers
and employees.
The ‘what’ part of business thinking is the comfort zone, and if you stay
there, all you will achieve is incremental improvement at best, or a perpetual
Groundhog Day at worst.
I could easily see how this so effectively reflects the Facilities industry,
where too much of our time focuses on measurable minutiae. We specify
how often spaces must be cleaned, what chemicals will be used, which
qualifications staff must have to operate equipment, together with a million
and one other elements that make up both an ITT and the final contract.
Conversely, too few people in the industry focus on the second, inner,
part of the magic circle – the ‘How?’ These are the people that come up with
innovative answers such as automation, zero waste management, Direct
audits, chemical-free cleaning and other developments that are set to
radically improve the working lives of those who both maintain and use the
workplace.
Then we come to the innermost part of the circle - ‘Why’. As Peter pointed
out, inspirational leaders have a vision at the centre of their lives that
continually addresses the ‘Why?’ Richard Branson has challenged thinking in
the music, travel and cosmetics industries, and one day no doubt will carry

people to a space hotel, by staring
from the premise of ‘Why do people
do things?’ and working out how to
find a better way.
After all, he didn’t invent airline
travel, or any of the other products
that carry the Virgin brand, but, as
Peter explained, the massive Virgin
difference is its culture. Branson’s
motivation is to make people enjoy
the experience of dealing with
Virgin more than any competitor,
which he achieves through a
Martyn Freeman, managing director,
combination of product quality
facilities management at Mitie
and service and sharing the vision
among all who work for him.
I have to confess that although we’ve not thought about it so analytically,
this new approach to thinking is exactly what we’ve been seeing from clients
over the last few Mitie debates. When we started this programme three
years ago the talk focused on the details of service delivery, KPIs and SLAs.
At our last dinner we spent a whole evening not discussing what we do, or
indeed the how, but the why of FM. We heard from Property directors more
concerned about the way people enjoy the experience of coming to work in
the buildings they run than negotiating lease terms.
People are talking about the challenges of humanising services, and indeed
our own research reflects a deep dissatisfaction among the workforce with
the way buildings support productivity, so it is incumbent on us all to start
examining more closely the ‘why’ behind the things we do in FM.
The presentations at our conference, combined with what we’re hearing
from our clients all point to a very volatile, uncertain, changing and
ambiguous future. I have a feeling as we look towards it, that starting with
the question of ‘why do we do this?’, rather than ‘how and what have we done
before?’ will give us a much firmer footing on which to build successful and
sustainable progress.
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CONNOR JOINS CARILLION
Carillon has announced the appointment of Adrian Connor to the newly created
role of operations director – Infrastructure Services.
With over a decade of senior operational and commercial experience, Connor
joins Carillion from Mace Group where he was responsible for Macro’s UK and
European portfolios as director of operations.
Previously holding senior positions with John Laing Integrated Services and
Land Securities, Connor brings a wealth of experience to the role across a range
of sectors including transport, heath, education and criminal justice.
Connor will be responsible for a portfolio of Carillion’s key infrastructure
contracts including Heathrow, Shell, Centrica, Arqiva, Virgin Media and Verizon
and will be developing other key opportunities in the sector in line with the
businesses’ growth strategy.

Emprise Services has announced the appointment of Mark Little as managing
director of its cleaning division. He joins from CE facilities services where he was chief
operating oﬀicer with accountability for all UK and European business development
and operations and previously held senior positions with Jockey Club Racecourses,
Compass Group and OCS.
Commenting on his appointment, Little said: “Emprise has an enviable reputation,
a fantastic team and a ﬁrst-class client base and I am delighted to be joining with a
key leadership opportunity of steering the growth of the cleaning team into its next
phase of development.”

Mechanical and
Electrical Estimator
Full time, 37hrs Grade: F+ SCP 31 - 33,
Salary: £27,123 - £28,746 per annum Permanent
Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council are recruiting for a Mechanical
and Electrical Estimator.
The successful candidate will be contracted to working 37 hours per week
and will be based at Fairway House with the Property Management team.
The main duties are to include:
• Project managing electrical and mechanical estimated work through to
a practical completion.
• Preparation of mechanical and electrical contract documents.
• Undertake site visits with clients and/or sub-contractors for quotation purposes.
• Allocate work to sub-contractors and subsequent management of
estimated works.
If you would like an informal discussion about this post please contact
Stephen Leng, Property Manager on 01642 776917.
As per its Pay Policy Statement published under section 38, Localism Act
2011, in the absence of any exceptional circumstances which render it
necessary in the best interests of the authority to do so, the Council
will generally not re-engage any individual whom has previously been
employed by the Council and left that employment with the benefit of
a severance, early retirement or redundancy payment.
Redcar & Cleveland Council have an attractive benefits package including:• Generous annual leave (minimum 28 days)
• Flexible working hours
• Access to the Local Government Pension Scheme
• Family friendly benefits
• Childcare voucher scheme
• Staff discount scheme
• Discount leisure facilities
Please apply online via the Redcar and Cleveland Borough Council
jobs page: http://www.redcar-cleveland.gov.uk/jobs
Closing date: 25 September 2015.

this is Redcar & Cleveland
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ARE PAs KEY TO DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION?
With research suggesting that 70 per cent of a CEO’s time could be
used better, a personal assistant can help transform a business by
using their role as a trusted ally of senior management and urging
them to embrace technology which will streamline procedures in
the company.
A CEO’s time is incredibly valuable and an executive assistant is
key to their boss’ productivity – attending to all the administrative
details which will allow them to focus on building the business.
However, these business leaders are not always using their time
productively.
The average tech CEO works about 14 hours a day, 300 days a
year. Nearly 30 per cent of that time is spent on email and another
third gets spent in meetings.
A report from world-leading professional services ﬁrm Accenture
stated that the next logical step for large companies was to “start
using technology not just as a way to improve their own internal
processes, but also as a driving force for how they grow.”
Leading businesses are undertaking a revolution in their oﬀices
by digitising every employee, process, product and service. The
Technology Vision survey by Accenture revealed that 62 per cent
of businesses are investing in digital technologies, and 35 per cent
are comprehensively investing in digital as part of their overall
business strategy.
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CAREER LADDER

Facilities Management is known to be a career
Name: Jane Sheard

that people fall into from other sectors. In

Current role:
CEO Facilities Services,
OCS Group UK

this regular column, FMJ chats to a facilities
professional about how they got into the sector

Born: July 1962

and takes a look at their career path. This month

Lives: North Lakes,
Lake District

we talk to Jane Sheard from OCS Group UK

? What was your ﬁrst ever job?
The ﬁrst job that I went into was in
banking. I didn’t waste any time. I
ﬁnished school on the Friday and went
straight to work as a bank clerk with
the TSB on the Monday. I chose the job
because I was interested in developing a
career with good prospects and beneﬁts
in a well-respected profession.
? What was your ﬁrst job in the
FM sector?
I didn’t start working in facilities
management until I was in my 30s.
My ﬁrst ever FM job was with Johnson
Controls. I started as a strategic account
director in 2003.
? When did you ﬁrst hear the term
‘facilities management’? And what
did you think it meant then?
The ﬁrst time I ever heard about
facilities management was at Newcastle
University when I was doing an
MBA in strategy and organisational
development. Some students on the
course were talking about FM. And,
as I had never heard the term before,
and the people talking about it were
public sector ﬁnance people, I thought
it could have something to do with
procurement. Or maybe that it had
some link with utilities.
? What made you choose FM as
a career ?
I chose to go into FM when I had ﬁnished
my MBA in strategic and organisational
development. Previously, my career,
had had a concentrated customer
service focus with jobs in ﬁnancial
services and in a variety of other sectors,
such as manufacturing for the oil and
gas industry. I made a premeditated
move into FM as I believed that it
could give me the opportunity to use
the strong skill set that I had already
developed and would allow me to

continue the wide breadth of experience
across all the business sectors.
? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
During four years at Johnson Controls,
I progressed from strategic director,
taking on a regional role, and then
building upon this with UK and EMEA
responsibility. I then worked in three
managing director roles with Reliance
FM, NG Bailey and ISS. In 2013, I was
appointed MD for facilities services
with OCS Group UK and, last year, was
promoted to CEO facilities services.
? Do you have any qualiﬁcations
or training in FM? And how have you
beneﬁted from them?
I’ve got qualiﬁcations in the various
disciplines that make up facilities
management, such as health and safety
and security. I’ve also got management
training and an MBA in strategic
organisational development but I have
no formal FM qualiﬁcation. My path into
FM was non-linear. I entered FM after
a successful customer service career,
and following completion of my MBA.
Consequently, I couldn’t ﬁnd an FM
qualiﬁcation that suitably corresponded
to this stage of my career or my
continuing professional development.
I am an advocate of FM qualiﬁcations
and, as a mentor, it’s one of the things I
most actively encourage.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
your current role?
I feel my greatest contribution to FM is
being made in my current role, where
I’ve been for two years. As CEO for OCS
facilities services, I’ve been able to put
a real focus on talent development and
on bringing new talent into the business.
As soon as I start in a new job, some of
my ﬁrst thoughts are about where the

business needs to be in three to ﬁve
years’ time. Most organisations will say
that they have development plans, but
often these are not real. It’s not only a
question of recommending a training
course or about rising star recognition.
People need to genuinely believe that
FM can be a career. It’s about career
planning and what you need to get
there. Thinking about getting a better
job to pay for a bigger house or for
bringing up the children is important.
You need to keep the work/life balance.
But equally important is believing
passionately about your work and
carving out a meaningful career path.
? What’s changed most since you
started in FM?
I’ve seen the greatest change in the
perception of facilities management as
a profession by the outside world. When
I started, FM was seen as a supplier
that looked after a building. Now it has
a much higher proﬁle, created by an
amalgamation of professional bodies
which are committed to raising the
status of FM as a career.
? If you could do one thing
diﬀerently in your career in FM,
what would it be?
I would ﬁnd more time so that I could
increase my level of mentoring even
further. I believe that people need
constant encouragement to help them
to think things through independently
and to solve their own problems, rather
than simply handing out advice.
? What would make the biggest
diﬀerence to the FM sector? And how
can that be achieved?
Clearly labeling people working in the
industry as professionals would make
a massive diﬀerence to the sector,
both from an internal and external
perspective. We need to talk about FM

professionals and about FM directors as
business leaders. We all need to make
a concerted eﬀort to do this as we go
about our everyday business. It’s down
to the individual to help create a major
impact.
? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
profession now?
My singular most important piece of
advice would be to take the time to train
and to get formal FM qualiﬁcations.
It’s not enough for the individual or
for the industry to rely on operational
knowledge, skills and experience alone.
? What qualities should a good FM
possess?
The three key ingredients that make a
good FM are a good commercial sense,
a strong people focus, and a passion for
customer service.
? What are your long-term goals
for the next seven to ten years?
I want to help the industry to build a
strong internal and external reputation,
gaining real recognition as a respected
profession. We must promote people’s
successes, and track careers to provide
tangible examples. And, personally,
I want to be proud of what my team
achieves. Knowing that my support has
enabled them to achieve great results
gives me immense satisfaction.
? What matters more: challenging/
interesting work, the opportunity to
work ﬂexibly by time or location or
job security?
We all need job security but, for me, the
challenge is the most important thing.
I couldn’t give the high level of time
and commitment that I do for a job
that doesn’t provide a constant
challenge. FM is hard work but it’s great
to be pulling together as part of the
right team.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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